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INTRODUCTION. 

The knowledge which has accumulated up to the present time 
regarding the distribution of mosquitos in South Africa is singularly 
meagre ; most of the data that we possess relative to the distribution 
of these insects is based upon the collections housed in museums or 
upon the records of individuals, who, as well as being few in numbers, 
have usually been widely separated from one another. The work of 
Power and of Hill and Haydon in the early part of the present 
century threw considerable light upon the species of anophelines 
indigenous to Natal, and the collections of mosquitos, begun by Theiler 
twenty years ago and still continued at Onderstepoort, have very 
m.aterially increased our knowledge of the species to be found in the 
Pretoria district. 

More recently, in 1917-1918, a mosquito survey of the Military 
Hospital Areas, undertaken by the South African Medical Corps, 
jjroridf4 sonic information :\-it11 rcgwtl to tlw (~omnion mosyliitos 
occurring at Capetown, Durban, Potchefstroom and Roberts Heights, 
and a valuable a.ddition to the records of the mosquitos inhabiting the 
Ntabanana and Umhlatuzi Settlements in Zululand was made by 
Bedford in 1922-1923. 

With these exceptions our knowledge of the mosquito fauna of the 
Union of South Africa is sadly deficient, almost nothing being known 
of the mosquitos of the Orange Free State and of large tracts of the 
Cape Province and of the Northern Transvaal. 

It is scarcely necessary to stress the importance from a public 
health point of view of a definite knowledge of the distribution of those 
mosquitos, which are capable of carrying mala.ria or dengue, or from 
the point of view of the veterinarian of the distribution of such 
mosquitos as are suspected of conveying horse sickness or blue tongue. 
The importance, however, of knowing the complete life history of 
such carriers of disease is not generally recognized; a knowledge of 
their habits at all stages of their growth enables methods of destruction 
to be economically carried out a,t the most vulnerable period of their 
existence. 

To quote an eminent entomologist: “ in cases where there is a 
periodical seasonal diminution in the numbers of an anopheline, a 
concerted attempt to destroy egarly broods would yield beneficial 
results later in the season; although in a,ctual practice antIi-mosquito 
measures are usually deferred until the insects have become a.bundant 
and an effective reduction of their numbers is then much less feasible, ” 
and again, “ if any really satisfactory attempt is to beI ma,de to control 
or exterminate mosquitos by means that will not involve such 
excessive outlays as large drainage schemes, it is essential that we 
should ha.ve the fullest knowledge of the intimate life history and 
habits of the more important malaria-carrying mosquitos. ” 

Realizing that a complete knowledge of the life history and habits 
of the mosquito can not be acquired in the laboratory, the South 
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African Institute for Medical Research has had under consideration 
for some time the carrying out of a survey of the malarious parts of 
the Union for the purpose of determining the chief carriers of malaria. 
Circumstances have prevented the fulfilment of this plan until 
recently, when a beginning was made with the survey of the Northern 
Transva,al in the early part of 1926. 

While the survey of the Northern Transvaal was in progress, the 
owners of certain sugar estates expressed their anxiet’y concerning the 
prevalence of malaria on their properties in Zululand, and the Depart- 
ment of Public Health intimated that an anopheline survey of that 
part of the country was specially needed on account of recent railway 
extensions and of the extensive development of cotton growing and 
agriculture in general. The Institute, therefore, decided to conduct 
an anopheline survey of the coastal belt of Zululand at an early date. 

Subsequently, a conference arranged by the Public Health Depart- 
ment of the Unica was held in Pretoria, and comprised representatives 
of the Public Health Department; t,he South African Institute for 
Medical Research; t’he Veterinary Research Division, Onderstepoort ; 
and the Agricultural Department. The practicability of co-operation 
among these bodies with a view t#o undertaking a survey of not only 
all mosquitos but also of blood-sucking flies throughout South Africa 
was discussed. Lack of sufficient1 personnel, however, led to a limita- 
tion of the survey to anopheline mosquitos and culicines, the latter 
mainly folr the purposes of the Veterintary and ,Igricultural Depart- 
ments; moreover, the geographical extent of the surrey was 
dependent upon tlhe available st#aff of the Entomological Department 
of the South African Institute for Medical Research, which undertook 
to carry out the whole of the work. 

As the Institute had already decided to carry out an anopheline 
mosquito survey in Zululand, tlhe opportunity was taken at this 
conference to appoint a sub-committee from amongst its members to 
draft a comprehensive scheme for its fulfilment. The report of this 
sub-committee is referred to in the second section of this paper, which 
gives an account of the work done in the Northern Transvaal in 1926, 
and of t,hat done in Zululand during the earl,v part of the present 
year (1927). 

It is proposed to extend the 
in due 

survey 
COUFSV, and to record the results 

to other parts of 
from time to time 

the Union 



SECTION I. 

PRELIMINARY MOSQUITO SURVEY OF PORTIONS OF THE 

NORTHERN TRANSVAAL. 

In January, 1926, the South African Institute for Medical 
Research began a survey of the anopheline mosquitos of the Union 
of South Africa for the purpose of determining the chief carriers of 
malaria and of locating, so far as possible, the haunts of their larvae. 
At the start of the survey in the Northern Transvaal, attention was 
directed principally to the discovery of the various breeding places 
of anopheline mosquitos, though incidentally a few culicine mosquitos 
were also collected. 

The field work in 1926 was almost entirely conducted by one of 
us (B. De M.), who spent two months, January to March, at Brits, 
two months, April to June, in the Zoutpansberg, and toured the 
Wa,terberg for six weeks in September and October. 

PHYSICAL CONDITIONS OF THE COUNTRY SURVEYED AND THEIR BEARING ON 
MALARIA. 

All the places visited during the survey are situated at an 
elevation of about 4,000 feet above sea level. The rainfall of Brits 
and of the Waterberg averages annually some twenty-five inches, 
that of the Zoutpansberg averages about thirty-three inches, though 
there are places in the Zoutpansberg where the annual rainfall 
exceeds fifty inches. Nearly 90 per cent. of the rain occurring in the 
Waterberg, in the Zoutpansberg and at Brits falls during the six 
months, October to March. The tables given below have been 
extracted from the Year Book of the Union of South Africa (Nos. 5 
and 8). 

TABLE I. 

AVERAGE ANNU.~L R.~INFALL FOR 11 TO 13 YEARS. 

Rwtenburg District (Brits is in this district). 

Percentags 
fall. Place. Inches of rain. 

Commissie Drift ............... 29.01 89% 
Cyferbult ........................ 26.48 87% 
R,ustenburg ..................... 25.86 89% 
Vlakfontein ..................... 2450 87% 
Wolhuter’s Kop .................. 29.16 89% 
Zandfontein ..................... 27.55 88% 

Summer 



Waterberg District. 
Percentage Summer 

Place. Inches of rain. fall. 

Brakfontein . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.22 
Naboomspruit 

89% 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.11 90% 

Potgietersrust . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24.50 
Twenty-four Rivers 

91% 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 23.21 89% 

Warmbaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23.42 
Zandrivierpoort 

88% 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 25.36 88% 

Zoutpansberg District. 
Percentage Summer 

Place. Inches of rain. fall. 

Blauwberg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28.61 91% 
Elim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . 34.82 88% 
Groot Spelonken . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38.79 87% 
Louis Trichardt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 -38 86% 
Pietersburg . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21.69 90% 
Pisanghoek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . 36.72 
Sibasa . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

89% 
52.80 88% 

There are few records of temperatures of places in the Water- 
berg or in the Zoutpansberg to be found in the Year Book and there 
is no record for Brits, for which we have substituted that given for 
Pretoria in the subjoined tables. 

TABLE II. 

AVERAGE MAXIMUM, MIXIMW AND MEAX TEMPERATURES (11 YEARS). 

Place. Maximum. Minimum. Mean. 

Pretoria (Arcadia) . . 78sOoFh. 44eloFh. 63 65oFh. 

Waterberg. 

Nylstroom . . . . . . . . 78.8oFh. 50.3oFh. 64.5oFh. 

Zoutpansberg. 

Pietersburg . . . . . . . . . 77mOoFh. 49.8oFh. 63.4oFh. 
Louis Trichardt . . . 75.9oFh. 54.1oFh. 65sOoFh. 

TABLE III. 

AVERAGE MAXIMUN, MINIMUM AND MEAN TEMPERATURES FOR EACH 
MONTH OF THE YEAR, (1910-1921.) 

Pretoria. 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. .June. July. Aug. Sept. Ott,. Nov. Dec. 
OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. 

Maximum 
Minimum 

. . . 838 82.2 80.1 78.0 72.7 69’6 686 737 79-4 82.3 82.4 84.0 

. . . 59.6 59.1 55-5 47.0 406 35-5 348 39’6 47.4 53’0 56-O 58.3 
Mean.. . . . . . . . 71.8 70’8 67.8 62’9 56.7 52’6 61.7 56’7 6.34 67’6 69-2 71.1 
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Pietersburg. 
Jan. Feb. Xar. Apr. May. .7une. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. 0%. OFh. OFh. QFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. 

Maximum . . . 81.5 80’2 78’2 77.2 73’6 69’8 69’0 74.5 78’2 80’1 805 81.7 
Minimum . . . 599 58’9 55-8 49’5 42.6 37’9 36.2 40.7 47.6 53’7 56’5 58’7 
Mean.. . . . . . . . 70.7 69’6 67’0 63.3 58’1 53’8 52.6 57’6 62’8 66.9 68’5 70-2 

Louis Trichnrd t . 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. 

Maximum . . . 79’5 76’8 77’7 74’8 72.4 69’3 68’4 73-6 77.1 78.4 794 82.2 
Minimum . . . 61’6 61’0 59’8 53’6 47’8 44.2 43-O 46.3 55’0 56’1 58-7 61’6 
Mean.. . . . . . _ 70’6 69’9 68.8 64’2 60’1 56’8 55.7 60’0 66’0 67’2 69.0 71.9 

OnI)- a few records of relati\-e hulllitlit- are to be found in the 
Year Book, and there is no record for any place in the areas 
surveyed. The graph given for Johannesburg-the nearest place to 
the areas in question-indicates that the relative humidity is 60 per 
cent. or below that figure from the beginning of April to the middle 
of October. An examination of the meteorological conditions 
prevailing in the Waterberg, in the Zoutpansberg and at Brits, 
suggests that malaria is liable to become epidemic in those areas. 
The work of Christophers (1) and of Gill (2), in the Punjab, has 
shown that epidemics of malaria occur where there is irregularity in 
the infection of the inhabitants and that endemic malaria is 
intimately associated with constancy of infection. 

Jan& (3) determined the temperatures at which zygotes cease 
to develop in the anopheline carrier to be 60@Fh., and Gill has 
demonstrated that with a relative humidity of less than 63 per cent. 
the carriers in the Punjab lose their activity and are disinclined to 
bite. The mean temperatures for the months of May, June, July 
and August, given above in table III. are all below 60*8oFh., and 
imply that during those months, at least, there must be an interrup- 
tion of infection of the inhabitants with malarial parasites. 
Probably the relative humidity, if it be comparable with that of 
Johannesburg, is also inimical to the conveyance of malaria during 
the winter months. 

Epidemic malaria may occur in the tropics according to Gill (4) 
when the tolerance induced by constant reinfection is reduced owing 
to economic stress, exposure, hard work, overcrowding or underfeed- 
ing. It, however, never takes the form of fulminant malaria met with 
in the subtropical zones. Fulminant malaria occurs in cycles and 
there is usually an interval of about five years between such 
outbreaks; generalized or localized epidemics occur in the tropics or 
in the subtropics, are not cyclical and may occur in consecutive years 
in the same place. 

For the occurrence of epidemic malaria Gill considers several 
factors are required, namely (a) excessive rainfall in the pre-epidemic 
period; (b) reduction in the previously acquired resistance to malaria 
amongst the inhabitants of a district and (c) possibly adverse 
economical conditions. 
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In the Punjab it is the rainfall, which precedes the outbreak of 
the epidemic by about two months, that is of paramount importance; 
knowing the rainfall for July and August, and the fluctuation of the 
spleen rate1 in the school children of the different districts, Gill has 
been able to forecast with wonderful accuracy which of the districts 
will manifest epidemic malaria in October. The forecast is issued at the 
beginning of September in each year, so that preventive measures 
may be taken in such districts as are indicated as likely to be 
victimized. 

INCIDENCE OF RllhL.4~1.4 IN ~13~ NORTHERN TRANSVAAL. 

There are few available records concerning the epidemics of 
malaria in the Northern Transvaal in past years. Kay, quoted by 
Pratt Johnson (5), smtes that t#here was little malaria in the Water- 
berg and Zoutpansberg in 1911, that there was an epidemic of 
rnalignant tertian malaria with considerable mortality in the Water- 
berg and Zoutspansberg districts in 1912, and that every year benign 
tertian malaria occurs along the banks of the rivers in these two 
districts. Mitchell (6) in the annual reports of the Department of 
Public Health records a severe outbreak in Zululand in 1920, mild 
manifestations of malaria in 1921 and 1922, and a severe epidemic in 
Zululand and the Northern Transvaal in 1923, in the course of which 
more than one hundred Europeans and more than five hundred 
natives died. There appears to have been no epidemic in the 
Northern Transvaal in 1924, although a sharp outbreak occurred in 
Xatal and Zululand along the coastal belt in that year. In 1925 
there was little malaria except in Northern Zululand, in 1926 there 
was no general prevalence but outbreaks occurred in Zululand and 
and in the Waterberg, in the latter district owing to late rains in 
May the malarial season was prolonged into June, an unusual 
occurrence. The incidence of malaria in the season just past was 
remarkably slight both in Zululand and in the Northern Transvaal 
owing to a very slight rainfall. 

Previous records, as has already been remarked, of epidemic 
malaria in the Northern Transvaal are difficult to find; there was 
apparently a severe outbreak in 1915, and according to Spencer (7) 
malaria was epidemic in 1896 during the construction of the railway 
from Pret’oria to Delagon Day, but during the next three years only 
a mild form of malaria prevailed. Spencer himself witnessed 
epidemics of malaria at Middelbur, m in 1906 and 1909, and both of 
these outbreaks seem to have been general throughout the Northern 
Transvaal. 

As regards the prevalence of malaria in epidemic form in the 
Transvaal between 1912 and 1915, and between 1915 and 1920, we 
have no definite information to give, but it appears from such data 
as are available that malaria assumes epidemic form at fairly 
regular intervals, resembling the outbreaks in the Punjab described 
by Gill. In accordance with Gill’s hypothesis the resistance to 
malaria established by one epidemic takes a year or two to become 
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reduced to such a degree that the susceptibility of t,he inhabitants 
allows of the disease assuming epidemic form. Gill has pointed out 
that excessive rainfall during the pre-epidemic period is an essential 
factor in the mechanism of malarial epidemics in the Punjab, but 
the occurrence of these epidemics is dependent upon some other 
factor, in the absence of which, excessive rainfall combined with high 
relative humidity, is incapable of determining epidemic conditions. 
The charts of rainfall given by Spencer (7) for Middelburg indicate 
that this also holds good for the Transvaal, an excessive rainfall for 
190’7 produced no epidemic of malaria in tlhat year, the resistance 
of the inhabitants having been exalted by the epidemic of the previous 
J.e:\r. 

It seems to us that, given an accura,te return of the spleen rate 
for the malarious districts of the Union of South Africa and a record 
of the rainfall during the pre-epidemic period, it ought to be possible 
to forecast the occurrence of malaria in epidemic form in South 
Africa as is done for the Punjab in India. There appears to be 
considerable resemblance between the meteorological conditions of 
the two countries, although South Africa is not so tlependeut on a 
monsoon for its rainfall. 

METHOD OF CONDUCTING THE SURVEY. 

Adult mosquitos were collect-ed when seen, but tlhe ma,jorit,y of 
anophelines obtained were reared from larvae found in the various 
bodies of water encountered in the different districts. In the 
Zoutpansberg and at Brits the mobility of the collector was somewhat 
limited, in t,he Waterberg he was, however, much more mobile, as 
he had the use of a motorvan fitted up as a travelling laboratory. 
The surveys of the Zoutpansberg and of the Waterberg were 
conducted mainly in the non-malarial season, but Brits was surveyed 
in January, February and part of March, i.e., at the beginning of the 
malarial season, though no malaria was prevalent during that period. 
The malarial season of the Northern Transvaal begins in February 
and extends to the first week of May, reaching its maximum in April, 
but it may begin earlier and extend even into June, according as the 
rainfall is early or late. 

ACCOUNT OF THE DISTRICTS VISITED. 

Brits.---Rrits is a smull town on the Crocodile river about twenty 
miles west of Pretoria, and ten miles from the Hartebeestpoort dam. 
The surrounding countrv is low-lying, and is well watered by 
tributaries of the Crocodile river as n-e11 as by irrigation canals. 
These conditions, with a mean temperature over 69oFh. during the 
six months, Octolber to March, are conducive to a flourishing mosquito 
fauna. The Crocodile river itself is not a favourite breeding place 
of mosquitos, as its current is rapid and, in such pools as are 
quiet,, fish and predaceous larvae of other insects keep down the 
larvae and pupae of mosquitos. It is, however, in the small pools 
resulting from seepage and overflow of the river that mosquitos are 
most successfully reared, though certain rock pools in the river bed 



are also nurseries of anopheline larvae occasionally. Similarly pools 
formed by seepage from the irrigation canals and pools in small 
uncanalized streams running into the river were found to be 
favourite haunts of mosquito larvae. 

While at Brits a visit was made to the Hartebeestpoort dam, 
where an examination of the edges of the enclosed water showed that 
mosquito larvae were abundant principally amongst the water weeds 
or beneath the shade of shrubs overhanging the water. 

ZoutZoansberg.-O~~ling to lack of transport facilities only three 
places were thoroughly surveyed. These places-Elim Hospital, 
Vetfontein and Frince’s Hill-were selected as the most suitable 
spots to work at by Dr. M. dels Ligneris, the Dist8rict Surgeon in 
charge of Elim Hospital, to whom many thanks are due for advice 
and for providing tra,nsport to t,he places named. 

Elim Hospital is pleasantly situated on a small elevation lying 
on a higher plane than Louis Trichardt to the north-east and the 
Jletaba Valley to the south-eastI. The surrounding country is traversed 
by numerous small streams, which, during the rainy season, are liable 
to flooding, and are thus rendered unsuitable for mosquito larva#e; at 
the time, however, when Elim was visited-the end of the rainy 
season-these streams were running slowly and formed many small 
pools, in which larvae were numerous. 

Vetfontein Farm, situated to the north-east of Louis T’richardt, 
is an important centre, having a post office, a Government school and 
several farm houses. The surrounding country is dry, and with the 
exceptions of the Brak River and a hot spring no open water exists. 
The river is a.bout four miles from Vetfontein and is thus unlikely to 
be a source of any mosquitos found at Vetfontein. The hot water 
spring is responsible for the occurrence of all the mosquitos in the 
neighbourhood. The spring rises on t,he farm, and the water draining 
from it passes within one hundred yards of the school and within 
half a mile of the most distant farm house. As the water issues 
from the spring it is lukewarm but it rapidly cools, so that numerous 
larvae are to be found a short distance from its source. The furrows 
leading from the spring are covered with weeds and grass, which 
provide the requisite shade for the larvae. The warmth of the water 
may account fo,r the swarms of mosquitos which a.ppear at sundown 
long before the hot weather begins. About a hundred yards below 
the spring there is a small dam, covered with reeds, at which cattle 
drink. In this dam and in some of the furrows many larvae of 
A gambiae (costailis) were found. 

Prince’s Hill lies in the Malapyani valley across the Zoutpans- 
berg range north of Louis Trichardt. The farm lies in a well 
populated area and most of the houses are situated on the Matamba 
river. More atteation is paid here to preventive measures than at 
Vetfontein, many of the farm houses being mosquito-proofed and 
built at a distance from the river on high ground. The Matamba is 
for the most part of its course a swiftly-running stream, and at 
Princee’s Hill few larvae were found in it. A small number of larvae 



of ‘-1 funtwtus and a single larva of ,d lougiyalpis were, however, 
taken in this situation. ,4t the time the visit was made the river 
was low, and there were several pools in the rivelr bed alongside the 
river itself. In t,hese pools mosquito larvae were plentiful. The 
irrigation canals, being kept clea,r of all vege,tation and obstruction, 
harboured very few larvae. During the two weeks spent on the farm 
no anophelines were found in houses situated at a distance of more 
than half a mile from the river, though they were present in houses 
within that radius and were fairly numerous in the hutIs of natives on 
its banks. 

lvaterbcrg.-The survey of this district begun at Wolvefontein 
concerned itself with an examination of the Pongola river, of the 
farms Sterkfontein and Sterkstroom and of a portion of the Crocodile 
river. These places were chosen as suitable for investigaOtion by Dr. 
Dekema, tlhe District Surgeon at Nylstroom, to whom we are much 
indebted for his kindness and for his counsel gained from long 
experience of the Waterberg. 

The farm at Wolvefontein has a small stream running through it, 
probably an ideal place for the breeding of mosquito larvae in the 
rainy season, but no larvae were found in it in September when it 
was visited, and no adult mosquitos were taken in camp about twenty 
yards away from the stream. The grass, weeds and shrubs in the 
neighbourhood of the camp ha.d been burnt down a week previous to 
the visit, and this may have been the reason why so few adult 
mosquitos were seen. The farm houses in the vicinity of Wolve- 
fontein have been built on raised ground a mile or more from t,hc 
stream, so that it is unlikely to be the source of supply of mosquitos 
in the wet sealson. Mosquitos found in the houses at that time of 
year have proba.bly been reared in the small streams whic,h make 
their appearance nearer the habitations a9ter the onset of the rains. 

The Pongola river at Vaalwater is a rather narrow stream of 
muddy water, showing deep pools alternating with rapids. It is 
largely overgrown with reeds and grasses. Mosquito larvae were some- 
what scarce at the time it was visited, though it was noticed that 
they were more numerous in those sections of the’ river where the 
overhanging vegetation had not been burnt down. It is possible that 
when the river is in flood in the rainy season it overflows it’s narrow 
channel and forms marshy areas wherein the larvae of mosquitos 
may flourish abunda,ntly, in which case Vaalwa’ter and similarly 
situated farms would be much mom heavily infested with mosquit,os 
than they were found to be during the tour. The only larvae which 
were not scarce were those of A C~NCTCUS, which were breeding in 
rock pools in the bed of the river. 

Sterkstro,om is situa.t,ed on the Sterkstroom river, a tributary of 
the Pongola,, which flaws in a narro,w valley offering little opportunity 
for overflow anal flooding of the country adjacent to its brinks during the 
rainy season. 

All the larvae collected here were found a t t’he edges of the river 
which were shaded by ovclrhanging vegSctntior1 ; no Iarvatl were found 
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in small shallow pools exposed to the sun in the river bed. A great 
part ,of the reeds and grasses on the banks of the river had been burnt, 
and no adult mosquitos were taken. 

Sterkfontein showed mo’re mosquitos than almost any other place 
in the Waterberg visited during the survey. It has a stream, 
surrounded by marshy areas, flowing through it into the Rietspruit, 
which is also a tributary of the Pongola river. The country is fla.t, 
so that during the rains the marsh along the sides of the stream 
probably becomes more extensive and mosquito-hatcheries are 
increased in number. The farm hotuse at Sterkstroom is built close 
to the stream, about one hundred yards distant from it. The Riet- 
spruit is also surrounded by marshy land and ma#ny farm houses are 
to be fxound on its banks; this area, namely, Sterkfontein and the 
Rietspruit, is one of tlhe best agricultural part,s of the Waterberg and 
one of the most malnrious. The Rietspruit was followed a-s far as 
the Yongola, a halt being made at the farm Grootfontein. Here the 
river is about one hundred yards wide and its bed is formed of sand, 
through which, divided into several small streams, the water flows 
fairly rapidly. The banks of the river and portions of its bed are 
covered with reeds which provide shade for the perfectly clear water. 
During the summer and autumn when good rains have fallen the 
river overflows its banks and numerous collect,ions (“ pans “) of water 
are formed, which probably function as nurseries of mosquito larvae. 
At the time of the visit, however, larvae, were found readily enough 
in the river itself, even where the current was fairly rapid, and in 
small, shallow, sparsely shaded pools in its vicinity larvae of anophe- 
lines were secured, though culicine larvae were entirely absent1 ; such 
conditions a.ppear to be typical of the Pongola to within a few miles 
of its junction with the Crocodile river. About half a mile from the 
river there is a farm house which is screened with gauze ; this house 
has the reputation of being one of the healthiest in the neighbourhood. 
This is not surprising, seeing that the majority of the other houses 
are built closer to the river and are not mosquito-proofed. 

Basinghall was the last place at which a halt was made. It is 
not actually in the Wa.terberg, as it lies on the Bechuanaland side 
of the Crocodile river, but ik was perforce chosen because t,here was 
water in the river there and at no other place within a convenient 
distance. The water in the river consisted of a number of pools for 
the most part stagnant and covered with water weeds; larvae and 
pupae of mosquitos were numerous in these pools. 

The farms on the Bechuanaland side of the river have all their 
houses mosquito-proofed and built at a good distance from the river. 
A different state of affairs obtains on the Wat,erberg side. Here the 
houses are poorly built as compared witlh the Bechuanaland houses, 
are placed close t,o the river and are not mosquito-proofed. 

The malarial season in the Waterberg extends from the beginning 
of February to the beginning of May, as has been previously stated. 
It was therefore of interest to learn whet#her such recognized carriers 
of malaria as A ftl?lesttls and ,-I gtr r?zbine (costcllis) were actively 
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breeding or were hibernating atI the tIime of the sllrvey. So larvae 
of either of these anopholinc~s were found in any of the collections 
of water examined during the tour of t’he V’aterberg throughout 
September and the first f&night of October; it therefore appears 
that active breeding does not occur in the n-inter and spring in the 
cases of these two anophelincs. As no adults were seen in such 
houses as were searched for them, if these two mosquitos are the 
ca.rrierls of malaria in the Waterberg, as they are in other parts of 
Africa and in Zululand, it is probable that hibernation of the adults 
takes place out of doors amongst the grasses, reeds and shrubs in 
the vicinity of the water courses. More work is required, however, 
before any definite, statement can be made with regard to the trans- 
mission of malaria, in the Waferberg; such work should include the 
collection of anophelines during the malarial season in that district. 
In the meantime, the burning of the vegetation in the vleis and 
along the banks of the rivers during the winter is strongly 
recommended, 

LIST OF THE 1 )ISTRIBUTION Ah’ 

Ir.m~o~;s ANOPIIELINES OBTAIiYED DIJRISG THE TOUR. 

A mauritianus GprG & Charm. 
Brits, January-March. 
Elim IIospitnl, April-June. 
Prince’s Hill, April. 
\‘aaln-wtIer, SeptNnber. 
IVolvefontein 
Sterkfontein ’ Sf~l~~%k~ra . 
Grootfonteinl October. 

> . 

Larvae of this species were’ 11sunl1~ found in quiet shady pools 
of clear water without an)- currc>nl ; ;Itl’(;rootlfontein, however, ;I few 
larvae were taken along tIhe edges of :I running stream, where there 
was little shade, probably they were washed down from stagnant 
pools above. At Prince’s Hill, Slim Hospital and Brits they were 
only found in standing water. 

A squamosus Theo. 
Brits, January-March. 
HartebeestpoortI dam, January-February. 
Vaalwater, September. 
Sterkstroom. September. 
Grootfontein, Sept’ember. 
Basinghall, October. 

Larvae were found in the majority of pools of clear water 
examined, thev did not occur in swiftly running streams, though at 
Grootfontein t4hey were present in water exhibiting some current. 
At HartebeestIpoort ditrn a few larvae were found in the small puddles 
caused by the hoofmarks of cattle. 



A gambiae (costalis) Giles. 
Vetfontein, April. 

This was the only place where the larvae of this species were 
taken during the tour, they were found in muddy stagnant water 
alongside a stream, lvhich originated from a spring of tepid water. 
The water was partially shaded by reeds and contained algal growths; 
it was constantly disturbed bv catt,le wading through it, but this did 
not seem to affect the larvae, which were numerous in shaded and 
unshaded parts alike. 

A pretoriensis Theo. 
Brits, January-March. 
Hartebeestpoort dam, January. 
Grootfontein, September. 

At Brits these larvae were collected in a shallow rock pool in 
the bed of the river, the pools contained green algae but were 
unshaded; at Hartebeestpoort dam the larvae occurred in the growth 
of water weeds along the edges of the dam where they were fairly 
numerous. At Grootfontein the larvae occurred in running water 
along with those of A squnmosus, and also in a small and shallow 
pool shaded by reeds and covered with green slime. 

A rufipes Gough. 
Brits, January-March. 
Elim Hospital, April. 
Grootfontein, September. 
Basinghall, October. 

At Brits larvae were found in tIhe same shallow rock pool in the 
river bed which harbourcd those of ,4 prcforicnsis; they were also 
found in a similar pool at Mamagalieskraal, about ten miles from 
Brits. At Grootfontein and at Basinghall larvae occurred in shallow 
pools of fresh water without growt#h of water weeds and practically 
unshaded. 

A funestus Giles. 
Prince’s Hill, April. 
Elim Hospit al, April-June. 

was 
Larvae were taken at the edges of running 
provided by overhanging grasses and reeds. 

water where shade 

A natalensis (aureosquamiger) Hill & Haydon. 
Elim Hospital, April. 

TJarvae and pupae were collected from eddies and at the sides 
of a swiftly running stream, they were occasionally found in bnck- 
waters, but tIhey WCI‘C more numerous in the stream itself. 

A transvaalensis C;7 rtcr . 
Ellis HosI)it ;tl, Al)ril. 

upae OCCUITd in small and slldlon~ pools of fresh 
of :t stream, t11esc pools were continu:tlly being 
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supplied with fresh water by a trickling stream, the larvae were 
most numerous at the entrances and outlets of t’he pools; pupae 
occurred in the quieter parts of the pools where there was more shade. 
In adjacent pools of muddy water through which no fresh water 
percolated the larvae were absent,, they were also absent from the 
edges of deeper and more swiftly running water where larvae of 
.4 nntalcnsis were usually found. 

A maculipalpis Giles. 
Elim Hospit al, April. 
Brits, February-March. 

The larvae of this species were found atI Elim Hospital in small 
pools of muddy water devoid of current, they were never found in 
running water. Some of the larvae taken at Elim were so crusted 
with mud and other particles as to be scarcely recognizable as 
living larvae. 

A rhodesiensis Theo. 
St,erkfontein, September, 

Larvae and pupae were collected from a well about four feet 
in depth which had been partly filled in and contained about two 
inches of water at the bottom, the wat,er was fresh and clear with 
some plants and grass growing in it; larvae of Cz~lcx theileri and of 
C&x univittatus were also present in the water. 

A theileri Edws. 
Vaalwater, Sept’cmber. 

One or two 
a rat’her 

larvae of this specie 
quickly running stream. 

were obtained at the edges Of 

A cinereus Theo. 
Vaalwater, September. 

Larvae and pupae were fairly numerous in rock pools in the bed 
of the Pongola during the first fortnight of September; many of 
these pools contained algae, but were otherwise unshaded. 

A longipalpis Theo. 
Prince’s Hill, April. 

fun 
A I nrvn of this species w:as t,aken 

estu.s at th e edges of a rapid stream. 
together \vith tIhose of -4 

LIST OF THE CGLICINE 
WHERE 

MOSQUITOS COLLECTED AXD 
THEIR LARVAE WERE FOUND. 

OF THE PLACES 

Aedes (Aedinao~phus) pmctothor- 
ncis Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brits. 

Aedas (Stegowlyicl) vittafus Bigot. Brits. 
AZlotheobaZdia Zongiareolntn Macq. Basinghall (Bechuanaland). 

J’ Culex annulio& Theo. , Brits; Elim Hospital. 
/Culex bitaeniorhynchus ’ &ii&,“’ 1:: &its, 
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J ~‘ulex dccelzs Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brits; Prince’s Hill. 
J Culax duttoni Theo. . . . .,. . . . . . . . . . Elim Hospital; Vetfontein; 

Prince’s Hill. 
3” Cdex (I\licraedes) inconspicuosus 

Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . Brits. 
J/ Culex pipiens IA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elim Hospital. 
b Culex quasigelidus Theo. . . . . . . . . . Brits; Prince’s Hill. 
b Culex salisburiensis Theo. . . . . . . . . . Brits. 
\ Culex sergenti Theo. . , . . . . . . . . . , . . . Brits. 
1 Culex simpsoni Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . Brits; Prince’s Hill. 
-0 Culex theileri Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vaalwater; Sterkfontein. 

Culex univittatus Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . Brits; Elim Hospital; Vetfontein; . 
Prince’s Hill; Basinghall; Vaal- 

/ Lutxia tigripes GprA & Charm. 
water; Sterkfontein. 

. . . Brits; Elim Hospit al ; Prince ‘s 
Hill; Vetfontein; Basinghall. 

Uranotaenia alba Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . Elim Hospital. 
Uranotaenia mashonaensis Theo. . . . Brits; Prince’s Hill. 

LIST OF MOSQUITOS OBTAINED AT EACH PLACE VISITED. 

Brits. 
Aedes (Aedimorphus,). punctothoracis Theo. 
Acdes (Stegomyia) vzttatus Bigot. 
Anophel,es maculipalpis Giles. 
Anopheles mauritianus Gpd & Charm. 
Anopheles pretoriensis Theo. 
dnopheles rufipes Gough. 
Anopheles squamosus Theo. 
Culex annulioris Theo. 
Culex bitaeniorhynchus Giles. 
Culex decens Theo. 
Culex (Micraedes) iworlspicuosus Theo. 
Cdex quasigelidus Theo. 
Culex salisburiensis Theo. 
Culex sergenti Theo. 
Culex simpsoni Theo. 
Culex theileri Theo. 
Culex univittatus Theo. 
Lutxia tigripes Gprd & Charm. 
Uranotaenia mashonaensis Theo. 

Elim Hospital. 
Anophelcs natalensis (alrreosqzrcL1,1iger) Hill and Haydon. 
Anopheles mnculipalpis Giles. 
Anopheles mauritianus Gprd 6r; Charm. 
Anopheles rufipes Gough. 
Anopheles trunsvnalensis Cart. 
Culex annulioris Theo. 
Culex duttoni Theo. 
Culex pipiens 1,. 
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SUGGESTED MEASURES FOR THE REDUCTION OF THE BREEDING FLACES OF 
ANOPHELINE LARVAE AT THE VARIOUS SITES VISITED. 

B&s.-The small pools that result from seepage from the river 
and the irrigation canals can in most instances be abojlished by 
drainage. The small streams discharging into the river require to 
be graded and to ha,ve their banks trained. There is a gang of men 
under an engineer whose duty it is to attend to this and to keep the 
irrigation canals free fro,m vegeta.tion. Unfortunately, their efforts are 
at times misdirected. One stream visited, after they had been at 
work upon it, sho’wed that the reeds and other vegetation growing 
in the water had been cut off two inches above its surface, and that 
numerous anopheline larvae were attached to the stumps left behind. 

The rock pools in the bed of the river should be filled in with 
concrete. 

Hartebeestpoort Dnm.Larvae of anophelines appear to be 
scarce or absent at those parts of the dam where the banks are steep 
and the water is deep. They are, however, abundant amongst the 
water weeds where t’he banks are shelving and low. The shallow 
edges of the dam should be cleared of this vegetation periodically and 
all shrubs likely to afford shade to larvae in the shallow parts should 
be removed. As the level of the dam is not constant it would be 
well if the clearing operations were extended a considerable distance 
from the edges to allow for a rise in the level of the water. 

Zoz&ansberg----Elim HospitnZ.-The numerous small streams in 
the neighbourhood require grading and their banks should be cleared 
of overhanging vegetation. The Doorn river is a potential source of 
;inophelines as its edges are marshy and difficult to drain. Fortunately, 
it is about five miles distant from Elim Hospital, so that anophelines 
bred in it are not likely to molest dwellers so far afield. 

l;‘etfonteilz.-Some attempt1 should be made to eliminate the 
breeding places of A gnmbiae (cosfalis). This should not be difficult 
to do. The stream, which has its origin in the tepid spring, and the 
furro;ws arising from this source are overgrown with water weeds and 
grasses of which they should be periodically cleared. Grading of the 
furrows and canalizing of the stream with training of the ba,nks 
should be unde’rtaken within a distance *of at least half a mile of their 
origin. The school children attending the Government school board 
at one of the farm houses and sleep in a rondavel, which is not 
mosquito-proofed, and on the verandah of which several natives are 
permitted t’o sleep. If it is not possible to provide sleeping quarters 
for these children at a safe distance from the stream, it should surely 
be possible to screen their present dormitory and to prevent natlives 
sleeping on its verandah. The school has, we believe, been closed 
on more than one occasion on account of the prevalence of malaria 
amongst tlhe scholars. 

of 
Prince’s Hill.-Preventive measures here should take the form 

more effective screening of the houses that are built too close to 
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the river, if for financial reasons they cannot IX pulled down and 
reerected a mile from the river banks. 

?Vaterberg.---For this district of scattered farms it is recommended 
tha,t all small streams in the vicinity of farm houses sholuld be 
canalized and should have their banks trained within a radius of one 
mile frolm the houses; that in the cases of dwellings built in close 
proximity of rivers, screening of such houses should be enforced if 
they cannot be pulled down and re-erected at a sa.fe distance from 
the river banks. Burning of reeds and *grasses in the neighbourhood 
of streams and collections of water, which is practised at present ill 
the dry season in some of the places visited, should be encouraged 
as much as possible. The farm houses on the Waterberg side of the 
Crocodile river, as previously stated, compare unfa’vourably with 
those on the Bechuanaland side as regards sites and screening. 

CARRIERS OF MALARIA ITU' THE NORTHERN ~'RANSVAAL 

So far as we know there were no cases of malaria during the two 
months spent in collecting mosquitos at Brits at the beginning of what 
is generally regarded as the malarial season. It is not, however, 
justifiable on that account to conclude that none of the species of 
anophelines, captured or reared from larvae there, is campable of acting 
as a transmitter of malaria. In India A mnculipalpis, one of the 
mosquitos reared from larvae at Brits, is a recognized natural carrier, 
and there is no reason to think that it is incapable of being so in 
Africa, though, owing tlo its rarity, it is unlikely to be of much 
importance in that respect. 

The freedom of Brits fro’m malaria at the time it was visited 
may .be attributed to the prevailing meteorological conditions, the 
season being an exceptionally dry one; the relative humiditly-a factor 
which, according to Gill, has to be nicely adjusted with the tempera- 
ture to allow of the transmission of malaria-was most probably 
deficient. 

There are reasons for thinking that Anopheles gambiae (costdis) 
and Anopheles funestus are the principal carriers of malaria in the 
Northern Transvaal, as they are in Zululand and in most parts of 
the Ethiopian region that are malarious, yet it is difficult to explain 
t#heir apparently complete absence from certain localities at times, 
and their presence in the same localities at other times in large 
numbers. No larvae or adults of either of these ano#phelines were 
obtained during the tour of the Waterberg in September and October 
or during the stay at Brits. The failure to find larvae or adults 
during the tour of the LVaterberg may be accounted fo’r by the fact 
that at the time of the visit no breeding was taking place, and as 
attention was mainly directed to the collection of larvae the few 
surviving adult females ma,y easily have been overlooked, especially 
as they do not seem to hibernate in houses. 

The absence of larvae and the seeming absence of adults of these 
two anophelines during the two months’ stay in Brits is probably 
t’o be explained in the same wa,y, namely, that in spitle of the season 
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being advanced, conditions for breeding were not propitdous. 
Lamborn (8) has shown that at Fort Johnst’on in Nyasaland adult 
females of A gamhine, though t!heir ovaries are fully distended, will 
not oviposit in the usual pools which this species selects for egg 
laying until these pools contain the requisite nourishment for the 
larvae when they are hatched. 

Whether A gambiae completely disappears from a given place 
for periods of years and reappears there when the conditions for 
breeding are aga,in favourable, being imported from elsewhere,. is open 
to doubt. It is more probable that it persists in most loaahtres from 
which it is supposed to have disappeared but in such small numbers 
that it is overlooked. 

Mr. Bedford, of the Division of Veterinary Research, informs US 

that both A f unestus and -4 gn?n biae (costnlzs) have been taken at 
Onderstepoort, which is about twent#y miles east of Brits, but that 
A gnmbiae is not constantly present in the collection of mosquitos 
made yearly at Onderstepoort ; that, in fact, it may be absent from 
these collections for three or four years in succession and then 
reappear. It would be interesting to learn whet#her the years of its 
appeamnce in the Onderstepoort. collections lvere years of heavy 
rainfall and were years of epidemic malaria or not. 

A gambine (costalis) appears to have been the chief carrier of 
infection in an extraordinary epidemic of malaria which occurred in 
Gordonia and Kenhardt, two of the driest districts of the Cape 
Province, in 1909. In an interesting account of this epidemic, 
Phillips (9) states that the rainfall was excessive in that year, that 
the weather was unusually mild and humid and that the epidemic 
appeared with great suddenness all over the districts and raged from 
mid-April till the end of August. He is inclined to believe that the 
vector was imported into the disbricts, but as A gambiae was found 
in the following year on some farms on the banks of the Orange river 
eighteen miles east of Upington, where a localized outbreak of malaria 
had appeared, it is conceivable that A gambiae persists on the banks 
of the Orange river and only becomes noticeable when conditions 
favour its breeding in large nulllbers. 

Further investigation of the mosquito fauna of the Northern 
Transvaal both during an outbreak of malaria and in the no,n-malarial 
season is necessary before it can be, definitely stated that the principal 
carriers of malarrs are A gal,Lbiae (costah) and A funestus in that 
part of the Union of South Africa. Our experience with regard to 
the distribution of these two anophelines in the Northern Traasvaal 
has been limited, as we only found them in the Zoutpansberg district 
towards the close of the malarial season of 1926. It is important to 
establish definitely their occurrence in other parts of the Northern 
Transvaal that are malarious and to discover, if possible, where they 
hibernate, as neither species seems to make use of dwelling houses 
for this purpose 
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SOTE As TO THE APPEARANCE OF EPIDEMIC MALARIA IN THE NORTHERN 
TRANSVAAL. 

If m-e are correct in assuming that the conditions as regards the 
occurrence of malaria in the Northern Transvaal resemble in some 
degree those of the Punjab, upon which Gill (10) has been able to 
base his principle of forecasting epidemics of malaria, it would 
appear, as no serious outbreak of malaria has taken place in the 
Northern Transvaal since 1923 and the acquired resistance produced 
by the epidemic of that year must be wearing low, that an epidemic 
is imminent in that region and may be expected to occur with the next 
heavy wet season, possibly in 1928. 

SV~~MMARY OF PREVEXTIVE MEASURES ADVOCATED. 

Segregation of native employees should be enforced, since the 
native, owing to climatic conditions which cause a “ break of infec- 
tion ” with malarial parasit)es, is a reservoir for the infection of 
anopheline carriers. 

Hemoval of dwelling houses where possible, to a distance of at 
least half a mile from the banks of streams and rivers. 

Screening of dwelling houses and inspection of the screens before 
the onset of each malarial season by a competent person to see that 
they are in proper repair. Where financial considerations will not 
permit of screening the use of mosquito bed-nets should be insisted 
upon. 

Education of the rising generation in elementary hygiene with 
special regard to the propagation of malaria. School teachers should 
be instructed in the mosquito-malaria theory so that they may be 
competent to teach it to their scholars. 

Canalization of all small streams within a radius of a mile of all 
dwelling houses and periodical remova, by burning or otherwise of 
vegetation, likely to afford shade at the edges of rivers and streams 
to mosquito larvae or to harbour adult mosquitos, within a similar 
distance from houses. 
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SECTIOK IT. 

MOSQUITO SURVEY 01~’ THE COASTAT, BELT OF ~ULIJI,AND. 

At a meeting of the sub-committee appointed by the Mosquito 
Survey Conference, held at Pretoria, on the 25th October, 1926, the 
following recommendations were made as to the carrying out of a 
mosquito survey in Zululand : - 

A. Work should be begun in certain selected areas, each of which 
presents its peculiar characteristics of soil, humidity, river, marsh, 
bush and cultivated conditions. The areas in question are all in fairly 
densely populated and malaria-infected districts and are: - 

(1) Durban and Seacow Lake-fresh water swamp and brnkish 
water conditions. 

(2) Tugela (Bond’s Drift)-arid and hot river valley conditions. 

(3) Gingindhlovu-sugar flats, fairly dry. 

(4) TJmhlatuzi (Felixton)-swampy sugar flats. 

(5) Empangeni-sugar flats, marshes, mill discharges. 

(6) Umfalozi Mill-backwaters, lakes, river-overflow conditions, 
sand and black mud, papyrus. 

(7) Hluhluwe River Bridge-river and swamp conditions with 
extreme heat. 

(8) Lower Mkuzi Drift-swamp; Savannah conditions. 

(9) Candover Rail-arid black turf conditions. 

(10) Begamuzi Drift-dense bush-covered inland valley. 

the 
B. The work to be done is as follows, and 
north and proceed southwards : - 

should commence in 

(1) Investigation of species of mosquitos and collection of the 
following data in respect of each speciea-name, habits, 
including flight, etc. ; breeding places-favourite and 
occasional-water conditions, shade, etc. 

(2) evidence of infection of mosquitos by parn- Examination for 
sit’es of disease. 

The sub-commit’tee also suggestled that the work would be most 
easily carried out if a railway coach, fitted up as a laboratory with 
quarters for the working staff were provided, and recommended t’hat 
in addit’ion t’o the railway coach a motor vehicle be placed at the 
disposal of the staff as one of the selected areas was inaccessible bJ 
rail. 
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PHYSICAL C~NDITI~~J~ OF ZULULAND IN EICLATION TO MALARIA. 

The particulars given below are taken from the Official Year 
Books of the Union of South Africa Nos. 5 and 8, and from Hill and 
Haydon’s paper, “ The Epidemic of Malarial Fever in Natal in 
1905 “(1). 

Zululand lies between the parallels 27 and 29 of south latitude. 
It is low-lying and flat along the coast, but rises rapidly inland to 
heights of 2,000 to 5,000 feet above sea level. The flat coastal belt 
is nowhere very broad, not exceeding 30 miles at its widest purt, but 
it is intersected by numerous rivers, which, rising in the highlands in 
the interior, are liable to heavy floods in their lower stretches, where 
the water is impeded in its course to the sea by sand-locked lagoons. 
The low-lyin g land alongside of the rivers is accordingly liable to be 
flooded, especially when there is A heavy rainy season, and at all 
times there are considerable stretches of marshy ground adjacent to 
the rivers as they traverse the coastal belt. The average annual 
rainfall of the coastal belt is in the neighbourhood of 38 inches, Hill 
tint1 Haydon give it as 38.44 inches for the years 1885-1900, and t,he 
average rainfall for cert,uin places in Zululand, abstracted from the 
Oficittl Year Book, is shown in the table below. 

TABLE I. 

UAL l~AINFhL1, 
IS ADDED THE 

Name of placr. 
Empangeni . . . . . . . . . . . 
Eshowe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hlabisa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Melmot h . . . . . . . . . . 
Nongoma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Nkandhla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
U bombo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Durban . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

FOR CERTAIN PLACES IN 
AVERAGE RAINFALL FOR 1) 

ZULULAND T 
URBAN. 

No. of yen73 of 
observation. 

14 years. 
19 years. 
20 years. 
21 years. 
19 years. 
12 years. 
16 years 
50 years. 

Rainfall. 
44.45 inches. 
57.70 inches. 
43.74 inches. 
31.61 inches. 
35.06 inches. 
31.64 inches. 
35.83 inches. 
41.51 inches. 

'0 

The bulk of the rainfall--80 per cent.-falls between the months 
of October and May, :tnd January and February are the wettest 
months. 

Hill and Haydon st#ate that the mean monthly temperature of 
the coastal district is 70oFh. to 800Ph. in summer, and that its 
climate is subtropical ; there are unfortunately few statistics regarding 
temperatures in Zululand in the Official Year Rook, but Table II gives 
the average maximum, minimum and mean temperatures for each 
month at Hlabisa over a period of twelve years (1910-1921) and for 
comparison similar temperatlures at Durban during the same period. 
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TABLE II. 

Hla bisa. 
Jan. Feb. Nar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Xov. Dec. Avr. 
OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFb. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. 

Maximum 84’7 82’8 80’1 80’2 76’9 75’1 75.7 77’9 78.0 78.0 79’2 81’3 79.9 
Minimum 64.1 64’1 59.8 58.9 55.9 52’2 52’1 53’3 55’1 57.0 60’1 62’0 59’9 
Mean . . . 74.4 734 70’0 69’6 66’4 637 639 65.6 66.7 67.5 69’6 71.6 68’5 

Durban. 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Avr. 
OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. oF11. OFh. OFh. OFh. OFh. o%h. 

Maximum 84’4 85’0 84’3 81’5 77’5 75.5 75’3 75.8 76.5 77.8 81.2 83.4 79’8 
Minimum 68.2 68’3 67’8 63.3 58.2 54’2 588 56.1 58’7 66’6 64.3 66.7 61’7 
Mean . . . 76.6 7’6’6 76’0 72’4 67’8 64.9 64.6 66’0 67’6 69’7 72’8 74.8 70.8 

There are no records available’ as regards the relative humidity 
of the malarious parts of Zululand. That of Durban varies but 
slightly above and below 75 per cent. throughout the year, and it is 
unlikely that the conditions of humidity m the coastal belt differ 
greatly from that figure. The Mozambique Current increases bot’h the 
temperature and the humidity of the coastal district. 

The prevailing wind 
soutIh-west in minter. 

s in Zululnnd are north-east in summer and 

Acco8rding to Dr. Park Ross, Assistant Health Officer for the 
Union at Durban, who has had a long and varied experience of the 
health conditions of Zululand and Natal, malaria is endemic in the 
coastal region in the northern part of Zululand in the neighbourhood 
of Kosi and Sordwana Bays (2). From this focus he considers it 
annually spreads in epidermc form in a southerly and south-westerly 
direction, the extent and rapidity of the spread being in each year 
largely dependent upon the1 rainfall. A hea,vy rainfall, owing to its 
increasing the breeding places of anopheline mosquitos, is almost’ 
invariably followed by a widespread epidemic. Ross agrees wit’h Hill 
and Ha’ydon that the coastal district is malarious and tlhat the rising 
ground between the coast and the interior is also malarious along the 
valleys of the rivers, but that the highla.nds are exempt. The malarial 
season in Zululand is generally regarded as beginning towards the end 
of January and lasting to the middle of May. 

START OF THE SURT’EY. 

Having received intimatio8n that the converted railway coach was 
ready for our use, WC proceeded to Durban on the 29th January. It 
was originally intended, as suggested by the Sub-Committee, that 
operations should be, begun at Candover Rail, the most northerly of 
the areas selected by that Committee. On our arrival at Durban, 
however, it was found that the laboratoIry was deficient in certain 
internal fittings and that tlhe construction and installation of these 
would occupy several days. Accordingly, aker an interview with Dr 
Park Ross, who informed us that, owing ta the lack of rain, malaria 
had not yet manifested itself in the nortillern disk&, where it’ was 
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usually rife at this time of year, we determined to begin with the 
survey of the Durban Municipal Area and Seacow Lake, hoping that 
after this had been completed the malarial season would have begun 
in the north. 

METHODS ENPLOYED IN CONDUCTTNG THE SURVEY. 

The object of the survey being mainly to find the species of 
mosquitos and their breeding placeIs in each selected area but little 
time was devoted to the collection of adult mosquitos, except when 
they were seen on the out,side of the travelling laboratory or in 
railway carriages. Most of the time was occupied in collecting larvae, 
which were afterwards kept in enamelled bowls till they produced 
pupae and adults, and in examining the conditions and surroundings 
of the various waters wherein these larvae were found. A few 
engorged mosquitos were obtained from natives’ quarters at one or 
two of the areas surveyed, but this entailed a great deal of labour 
on the part of the native staff with a comparatively meagre return 
and was resented by the occupiers of the quarters searched; it was 
therefore not persevered with after we found that the anolphelines 
taken in the quarters belonged exclusively to two species--A gambiae 
(costalis) and _4 fzlnest*us---both being recognized carriers of malaritl. 
None of the anophelines found in the quarters of the natives and 
afterwards dissected by us showed either zygotes in their stomachs or 
sporozoites in their salivary glands. 

No aNttempt was made to test the distance of flight of anophelines 
beyond roughly estimating the distance from the places where we 
found larvae of A gambine (costah) or of A funestus to the nearest 
inhabited houses. The marking of anophelines and their recapture 
after liberation would, in addition to taking up much time, have 
required a larger staff than we had at our disposal. Moreover, if the 
accounts of the distances that mosquitos are capable of flying given 
b Kirkpatrick (3) are to be believed, it is questionable whether 
e aborate methods of estimating the distance of flight of mosquitos 9 
a.re worth the time and trouble spent upon them. Kirkpatrick, it 
may be stated,. gives the distance of flight of mosquit80s as anything 
up to one hundred miles when wind-borne. 

Akxoun-~ OF THE DISTRICTS VISITED. 

Dmban and Xencow Lake.-Ten days were spent in going over 
the Municipal Area in search of mosquito larvae and one day was 
employed in exploring Seacow Lake and its surroundings. 

Much help was given us in our search by the Municipal Authority, 
and we wish especially to thank Dr. Clegg, M.O.H., and Dr. Gunn, 
Assistant M.O.H., for accompanying us themselves on several 
occasions to indicate tEe most, likely spots where mosquito larvae 
were to be found and for providing us with guides on other occasions. 
It will be seen from the list attached, which gives the names of the 
mosquitos obtained at the different places at which we worked, that 
we only succeeded in finding a single species of anopheline in the 
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Municipal Area. As other species are known to exist in Durban, the 
fact that we failed to find them suggests that our search was not 
sufficiently prolonged and also draws attention to the care exercised 
by the Sanitary Authority in dealing wit,h collections of water likely 
to harbour anopheline larvae. Nearly all t’he pools of water examined 
by us haqd recently been “ oiled. ” 

A single specimen of an anopheline larva was secured t?ogether 
with larvae of Aedes (Stegomyia) simpsoni from water which ,had 
accumulated between the leaves and the stem of a Bilbergia plant 
in Congella Park. This larva-a very small one-was unfortunately 
lost. so that its species c’ould not be determined. This is an unusual 
sit’uation in which to find anopheline larvae. 

In connection with the recent outbreak of dengue fever in Durban 
and the strange breeding places, such as the Congella Flats, ascribed to 
its mosquito carrier, Aedes (Stegonziyin) argenteus, not only in the lag 
but also in the medical press, it) may be well t’o direct attention to a 
paper by Caster (4) in which he sta,tes tlhat this mosquito in its larval 
stage is not found in marshes, in seepage outcrops, in sluggish streams, 
in roadside puddles, or in street gutters, unless carried down from 
cisterns o’r rotof gutters. Caster sums up his own experience and that 
of his American colleagues as follows :-“ We ha,ve not found this 
mosquito in nature breeding completely, that is, from oviposition to 
imago in an*y collection of water, where. at t’he water’s edge there was 
nothing but mud.” 

Carter’s axiom applies equally to the breeding places in Africa of 
Aedes argcn,teus, so far as our own experience goes. 

The only mosquito found by us at Seacow Lake was Aedes 
(Banksi~zella) lineatopennis during our first visit in February. In 
May we again examined the lake and its neighbourhood, but on this 
occasion we were unsuccessful in finding any larvae in the lake itself 
or in any of the adjacent streams or pools of water. Whether the 
absence of larvae is due to the brakish condition of the wa.ter or not 
we are unable to stat,e. The pH content of a sample of the lake 
water taken on the 2nd of May was 8.8, a figure too much on the 
alkaline side to be suitable to the maturing of the majority of 
mosquitos. 

Hluhluwe Railway Bridge and the Incamana River.-Subject 
to severe floodings in a heavy rainy season the Hluhluwe river valley 
has the reputation of being one of the most malarious parts of 
Zululand; we, therefore, after completing our work at Durban, 
journeyed to the Hluhluwe railway bridge, now in process of con- 
struction, arriving there on the 17th February. 

We are great’ly indebted to Dr. Richter, R.M.O. at Matubatuba, 
for much assistance cheerfully rendered to us at all times during our 
stay at places north elf the Umfalozi river; we take this opportunity 
also of thanking Mr. Smink, of the Railway Department, for making 
arrangements on several occasions for t’he moving of the railway coach 
at inconvenient times. 
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1Ve were given to understand at Hluhluwc railway bridge that 
the state of the river was abnormal for the time of year, usually in 
February it was a raging torrent according to our informer. During 
the whole of our stlay, lastin g for about a fortnight, the river was not 
flowing, it consisted of a series of pools of varying size and depth 
entirely isolated from one another, except, on one day, when, after a 
few hours of rain on the previous night, a scarcely perceptible t,rickle 
of water occurred. 

The bed of,the river in the vicinity of the railway bridge exhibits 
a tIerrace-like arrangement resembling a modern V-sha,ped concrete 
flood drain with a U-shaped runlet at its lowest level. The banks are 
well wooded, and the bed of t’he river is covered with reeds and rank 
grass, thus affording a certain degree of shade to mosquito larvae 
even when the river is not running bank high and no shade is offered 
by the trees. Even in the absence of the reeds and grass in the river 
bed etYicient shade and protection are given to mosquito larvae in the 
pools by trailing water plants and algae, when the river is not flowing. 

Mosquito larvae, anopheline and culicine, were collected in the 
pools in tlhe bed of the river for a distance of a mile and a half above 
t’he railway bridge, and for a mile below ib ; anopheline larvae were 
a,lso taken in water-holes dug in the sand of the bed of the river b! 
the na,tives, probablv for the coll&ion of drinking water, and kept’ 
clear of any vegetation. 

A small lake apparently of some depth and situated in a depress- 
ion lying about a mile N.N.E. of the bridge, was the breeding place 
of numerous larvae, chiefly anopheline, which were found along its 
edges where similar plants to, those growing in the river pools 
provided shade and protlection from marauding fish. A small stream 
in the vic:inity of the lake was also a fruitful source of larvae, its 
c*urrentl being sluggish, and its surface being widely covered with 
filmy algae. 

Severad tree-holes were examined; with t’he exception of one, they 
contained no water, probably on account of t,he scanty rainfall. 
Tlarvae of two species of Aedes-argentezts being one of these-were 
present in the water in the tree-hole, and bv artificially filling another 
dry hole in a tree we succeeded in obtaining more larvae of Aedes 
(Stegomyia) aTgenteus before we left the Hluhluwe. 

Making use of t,he motor van we examined the Incamana river and 
the margins of False Rap. The Incamana river, unlike the Hluhluwe, 
was flowing, t#hough not very swiftly; it appears to be a well-shaded 
stream, it.s banks being overhung by bushes and t#rees, the lat#ter of 
no great size. Anopheline larvae were found at t’he edges of this 
river under t’he overhanging banks. 

We were totally unsuccessful in finding larvae of any mosquito 
at False Rap, although we spent some time in looking for them at, the 
edges of the water and amongst t’he surrounding reeds. No 1 arvae 
n-erc seen in water at the bet-tom of a disused boat’, and the bed of a 
tributarp stream proved to l)e qlritc dry when we explored it. 
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A sample of the water of False 13~~ was taken and when examined 
later by Dr. Fox at the Institute for Medical Research was fo’ilnd 
to have a, salinity of 3.2 per cent., practlically the same as that of the 
sea. Some semilunar galvinizecl iron hut,s, inhabited by natives 
working on the construction of the Hluhluwe bridge, were on two 
occasions searched for mosquitos. These hutIs were situated about 
three-quart,ers of a mile to the north of the bridge, no mosquito was 
taken in them at the time of the first examination, and only a single 
mosquito was secured a,t tlhe second examination : it proved to be a 
specimem of Anopheles Tufipes, which on dissection showed no 
infection with malarial parasit#es. 

LOZUPY Il17crrxi Drift.--We mo\-ed to the Mkuzi river on the 3rd 
March. At the drift and for seine distance above the railway bridge the 
river is enclosed between high banks, which are well wooded, 
cspeciallv on the northern side; at the tlime of our visit, however, the 
volume of water in t#he river was small and only a portion of the bed 
was occupied. 

Between the margin of the river and the north bank there were 
numerous shallow pools overhung by long grass and sedges, in these 
pools we found culicine larvae and larvae of three species of anophelines, 
of which cae, A ydke (cosZaZis) was much the most numerous. We 
were unable to discolver any ot’her collections of water or any stream in 
the vicinity of the river with the exception of t’hose filling the excava- 
tions made for the piers of the bridge; here, and in the t,rough of a 
pump, there were hundreds of larvae, in all stages of development, and 
pupae of (lulcx duttoni. 

The huts on t,he south bank of the river, occupied by the natives 
engaged on the construction of the bridge, were searched for mosquitos; 
five engorged anophelines-all A ganzbiae (costnlis l-were taken in 
them. After being kept alive for three days to enable tlhem to geti rid 
of tlhe blood they had swallowed, these mosquitos were dissectfed, but 
none was found to be infected with malarial parasites. 

Gan.dover E&.--We left Mkuzi for Candover on the a,fternoon of 
the 7th March. If the country in the neighbourhood of the Mkuzi river 
appeared to be dry, that surrounding Candover Rail was drier. The 
bed of a stream, which, when running, discharges intlo tlhe Pongoln 
and lies to t,he S.W. of the bungalow of Mr. Smith, the manager of 
the cot,ton estate at Candover Rail, was a luxuriant mass of reeds. 
No water could be found in it, though WC travelled along its course 
for nearlv a mile, except at two places where holes had been dug; in 
one of the holes a few cilliciuc larvae were captiired, in the otther a 
single larvae of _4 gcrltzbinc 
search. 

(costn7is) was found after a prolonged 

Mr. Smith, to whom our thanks are due for the interest he 
showed in our labours and for the help he gave us, told us that we 
should probably find larvae in his house tanks, accordingly we examined 
them and found that they contained l;lrv;le of _ilc<lcs (Rtc;gnl,l!/itr) 
(~/*gcnf(‘~rs, thollgh not in large qunnt-ities. 
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Mr. Smith kindly accompanied us to Pongola Poort on t’he 9th 
March, to show us stretches of the Pongola river, where he thought 
we might obtain larvae; we failed, however, to find them in the river, 
but were successful in taking both culicine and anopheline larvae in 
pools situated in the bed of a stream-probably the same stream which 
we had explored unsuccessfully higher up-which joins the Pongola 
near Pongola Poort. There was practically no current in the stream, 
which appeared to be a backwater of the ri”ver and was well shaded by 
trees and grasses growing on its high banks. More larvae were 
collected from this source on the following day, and in company with 
Mr. Smitlh we examined ihe Pongola river at t’he new railway bridge. 
Here the river is hemmed in by high banks, but, as in the case of the 
Mkuzi, there are stretches, where, when not in flood, it does not 
cover its bed from bank to bank. Along these stretches as the river 
subsides, pools are left’, which, being shaded by grasses and reeds, 
form ideal places wherein mosquito larvae may thrive. 

There were many of these pools in close proximity to the railway 
bridge at the time of our visit; we examined a few of them and rather 
to our surprise only succeeded in collecting one or two larvae of 
Anopheles mawitianus ; probably the pools had been formed only a 
short while before our arrival, too recent,lp to allow of their being 
stocked with larvae. 

The Umfaloxi and Un~fdoxi fMiZl.-On the 11th March we moved 
south from Candover Rail to Matubatuba, and on the following day the 
railway coach was shunted to Siding No. 558, in order that we might 
be wit#hin easy reach of the river and Umfalozi mill. 

The Umfalozi at no great distance above the site of t,he old 
Umfalozi mill debouches upon low-lying flat counttry, which, for the 
most part, is only a few feet above the level of t,he river, and in some 
places lies below it. The whole of Dhis low-lying ground is subject to 
inundation when the river is in flood. Sugar-cane is grown on these 
flats but a large portion on the sout’h side of tlhe river is marsh, 
covered with rank grass and reeds; in this marsh there are several 
small expanses of open water in addition to Lake 1sit)esa. On the 
nort#h side the marshy ground is less extensive, but here there is also 
a lake, much smaller than Lake Isitesa, lying to the west of the new 
mill. 

The smaller stretches of wat#er and the pools scattered over the 
marsh, being overhung by grasses, which afford the requisite amount 
of shade, provide a wide area of breeding places for mosquitos, tlhe 
lakes also are excellent mosquito-hatcheries but only along their 
margins, where the water is shallow and covered with vegetation of 
a similar nature to that encountered in tlhe pools in the bed of the 
Hluhluwe river and the small lake to the N.R. of the Hluhluwe 
railway bridge. A thickly woven mat, of root,s and leaves at the edge 
of the smaller lake already mentioned, provided the largest number 
of anopheline larvae obtained by us at Umfalozi. Protection from the 
attacks of fish, in addition to sbttde and food, is supplied by such 
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I-egetatiou including as it does in its n&work numerous algae and 
animalcula. 

We did not find any anopheline larvae in the ditches olr in the small 
strea,m situated to the east of the railway line beloiw t#he incline on 
which the new mill is built. The water of the stream and of the ditches 
contained much brown vegetable matter, derived probably frolm rotting 
sugar cane; possibly such water is avoided by the female mosquit80 bent 
on egg-laying, or the brown suspended matter may be poisonous tot the 
early stages of the mosquito. We noticed the. absence of larvae from 
similar water on several occa.sions during the course of the tour. 

Larvae of A gambinc: (c~stalis) and of c’ 7nureqtti were fo’und in pools 
at the bases oif the piers of the temporary railwa,y bridge over the 
Umf alozi. Larvae of A ga&ine n-ere also ca*ptured with t,hose of 
A mnuriticrnus, A pharoensis, A pretoricmis and ,4 7tufi71~ at t’he edge 
of the lake to the west of the1 new mill Lasva#e of A funestus were 
not seen by us in any of tlhe samples of water that we examined. 
Adult specimens of this mosquito, however, were taken in the huts of 
natives, so that our search for the larvae was probably not sufficiently 
prolonged. Numbers o,f mosquitos were caught on the gaaze screening 
on the outside of the railwa’y coa.ch after dark; they were most 
numerous on certain evenings when a, slight breeze was blowing and 
were nearly always obtained on the windward side of the coach. They 
belonged almost entirely to two species--Taeniorhynchu.s (Mansonioi- 
rles) uniformis and Taenzorhynchus fuscopennatus. The larvae and many 
of the pupae of this genus, unlike those of ot’her mosquitos, getI their 
o#xygen from the roots of aquabic plan&, into which they insert the 
ends of their siphons or, in the case of the pupae, tIhe ends of their 
trumpets. Taeniorhynchu,s unifomzis in tropica,l Africa in tIhe 
experience of one of us (5) has usually been associated with the water 
plant Pistin strafiofes, but except in Milne’s drain at Durban we had 
not seen t’his plant anywhere else while on the present survey, though 
we were careful t’o look for it wherever we ca,ptured T uniformis. 
Knolwing t,hat ot’her species of this genus had been found to employ 
grasses as the source of supply of their onygen in tlhe easly stages in 
America (6), we spent’ some time, at first unsuccessfully, in examining 
the roots of all the a’quatic plant’s we discovered groiwing in marshy 
ground or on tIhe surface of water. The patience of one of us (B. De 
M.) was at length rewarded by finding a pupa of T unifomais attached 
to the root of a grass (species not yet determined). 

Subsequentlly a larva m-as secured att#ached to the roots of :a 
species of T,udu:igia and eggs, which in the sub-genus Mnnsonioidcs arc 
found ntItached in a circular cushion-like mass to the under surface of 
the leaves of aquatic plants, were discovered on the leaves of the same 
species elf Ludwigia and on t,hose of TJcmna minor. 

VTc did not ~~iccvecl in finding the c~nrly stays of T fuscoprnnnfus 
01’ of T (~7) ~tbbi c\vhich Jvils traken :it -E~llpnngeni. 

Species oIf T~lrllio,‘3/1lnc71zrs, csp~~c’ially I~C~V~HI i,s and africmus, are 
the mosquitos whicall swarm into the ra,~l~-av co~hcs ot’ Empnngeni 
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and neighbouring stations on the Xorth Coast line, causing 
much annoyance to the. passengers. The railway must be regarded as 
a. possible source1 oif supply of mosquitos to Durban; both Anophelines 
and Aedes (Stegomyia) have been captured in the carriages while 
tra,velling between Ma,tubatuba and Gingindhlovu. 

Nine engorged anophelines (A gambiae) a,nd four engorged 
culicines (Mansonioides) were captured in the huts of na,tives working 
at Umfalozi mill on the 15th March. On the following day. ten engorged 
anophelines (A gambiae 9 and A funestus l), along with erght engorged 
culicines (hlansonioides 6, C fatigans 2), were captured in the same 
huts. On the 17th March five engorged anophelines (A ganzbiae 3, A 
funestus 2) and seventeen more or less engorged culicines 
(IU’ansonioides 11, C fatigans 6) were taken in the huts of natives 
working at a railway camp on the south side of the river. After being 
allowed to digest the bloold tlhey had swallowed, twenty-two elf these 
anophelines were1 dissectled, but none wa.s found to be carrying zygotes 
in it,s stomach or sporozoites in its salivary glands. 

Begamuxi Drift.-On the 21st March we left Siding No. 558 by 
motor van folr the Begamuzi Drift, proceeding via Somkele, Hlabisa. 
and Nongoma,. The drift! was reached on the morning of the 22nd. 
The Begamuzi was not running on our arrival, and no water was 
visible in its bed for 200 yards below the drift, but on following the 
coiurse of the river a little further we camel across some pools in the 
rocks of which its bolttom is mainly co,mposed near the drift. None 
of these1 pools was very deep, but they contained clear water covered 
with alga,e, and, in a,ddition to a host of tadpoles, they were chiefly 
inhabited by larvame of culicine and anophelinel mosquitos. We spent 
the morning and part of the afternoon of the 22nd in collecting larvae 
fmm the poo~ls. and it was well that we did so, as it rained very hea,vily 
for five or six hours during the night, and the next morning the river 
wa,s in flood, there being a, depth of over six feet of water aIt the drift. 
Although the river gradually went down, ther’e was still a considerable 
flow on the morning of Dhe 24th and, as all the larvae had been scoured 
out of the rock pools by the floiold and we were unable to discolver any 
other breeding places of mosquitos within ea#sy reach of the csmp, we 
concluded tha#t there was not much object in rema.ining at the1 drift, 
unemployed folr ten days or a0 folrtnight~, till anot’her generation of larvae 
appeared in the pools. We, therefolre, shifted our quarters to Eshowe 
en route for Empangeni, which we reached on the 25th hIarch, the 
railwa’y coach having preceded us thit,her from Ma,tubatubs on tIhe 21st 
March. 

Empnngeni.-The village of Empangeni is dist#a,nt from the 
railway station about two miles and lies at a much higher elevation. 
The main source of the mosqui& in the village, so fas as we were able 
to ascertain, is the small stream with its tributary running in aI south- 
east’erly direction in tIhe valley below the Royal Holtel. This stream is 
the feeder of the marshy grolmd that lies on both sides of it a.nd is, to a 
large extent, overgrown by grasses and other plants. Larvae ob 
A gum&e, A pharoen,sis a.nd A mawitianus were found in the stream 
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or in tIhe surrounding swamp. As there is a steep slope down the 
valley it should be possible by grading the bed of the stream and 
training its banks largely to abollish this source of mosquitos, which is 
unplea,santly close to the village. A sample of water taken from the 
swamp was found to have a pH content of 8.2, a( high figure for swamp 
water, but possibly due to the nlumber of cattle which find excellent 
grazing in the neighbourhood of the stream. Close to the station and 
lying to the west of it is a ditch, which appears to olrigina,te near the 
Empangeni mill and has a very sluggish current of water; it is more or 
less hidden amongst reeds and grass in the vicinity of the1 station, 
but, increasing in volume, it becolmes an open stream about a, mile 
further south. Anopheline and culicine larvae were collected from this 
ditch or stream at several places. Xear the mill there is a pond, 
cointaining at the time we examined it’ very foul water, halving aI pH 
content of 8.3; the only larvae found in it were those of C lnwenti, but 
in a roadside ditch in close proximit’y to the mill we collected larvae of 
A gambine (cost&s). Anopheline larvae-_4 mauritinnus-were also 
collected in a puddle lying alongside the road to Richards Bay leading 
through the foaest. We found no mosquito larvae in a small st’ream 
which runs through the forest, crossing the road to Richards Ba#y, and 
in the large swamp to the east elf the forest we only succeeded in 
olbtaining a few anolpheline and culicine 1arva.e; it must be a.dmitted, 
however, that we did not explolre it very thoroughly owing to the 
difficulty of penetrating the reeds thaSt grow in it’ to a, height of 8 to 10 
feet. 

Larvae of Acdes (Xtcgonayic~) simpsoni and of Erctnaopoc7itss 
chrysognster were collected from cut bamboo stems in theI forest and 
two lily plants, an arum and Bilbergin mutans, growing on the banks of 
the small stIrearn in the forest yielded larvae and pupae of a species of 
Hcrl’~ngo~~tyin. Elggs of Mansonioidcs were found cn leaves of Lenznn 
vlinor growing in the ditch to the west of the st#ation. 

Mosquitos were collected in the early morning of March the 28th 
in the huts of solme natives who worked on the railway; twenty-two 
were taken, all belonging to one species of culicine-C fntignns. No 
anopheline was taken in these huts, which were situat,ed close to tIhe 
station. 

Numbers of Tneniorhy~lc7~u.s uniformis, l’crelliorhynchus africanus, 
Tccenio~7~ync3~us fuscopennatus and Taeniorhynchus chubbi were caught 
on the outside’ oif tlhe railway coach at Empnngeni sta,tion, a, single 
specimen of fIeat5.5 (Bnnksiuc77n) liueflfope)2uis n-as tdieu in the forest. 
and a single specimen of A funcstus was captured inside t,he railway 
coach while it was in tIhs Ernpangeni station yard, All of the adult 
mosquitos captured were females. 

Fe7ixtovt nnd flzc Umhlntuzi river .--We moved toi Felixtcln on t’he 
4th April. The Umhlatuzi river at Felixton, being confined between 
comparatively hi211 banks with rising ground to1 the north and south of 
the river, is unlikely to cause sl~ch extensive floodings as happen in 
the case of t,he Umfaloizi at Umfalo~zi mill. There is, nevertheless, a, fair- 
sized swamp on the nort’h bank a9 the river above the railway bridge 
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produced by the damming of the waters of a small stream, which joins 
the river at a. short distance frolm t’he railway station. There1 are also 
several pools of water on each side of the railway embankment on the 
south side of tlhe bridge, and occasional pools are to be found along the 
edges of the river. %lasquito larvae were present in all these collect~ions 
of water, which were shaded by t’he usual gro<wth of grass and reeds. 
Several small water holes are to be found sca.ttered over Felixton 
Common, but we did not find larvae in them, though we found larvae 
of R gambiae (costah) in puddles and hoofmarks of ca,ttle in a road 
through the cane fields on the south side of the river. Near Umhlatuzi 
Siding some culicine larvae and a single anopheline larra were 
ca’ptured in swampy land about a mile and a half S.E. oif the rnilwa,y 
line, though no larvae were obtained from a brook running close to this 
swamp. At 1124 miles-midway between Felixtoa and Umhlatuzi 
Siding-there is a small stream running in a well-wooded gully; it 
also yielded no larvae, but large numbers of culicine larvae were found 
in a small hole containing muddy water in the forest within 200 yards 
of the stream. No larvae were seen in any of tlhe collectlions 04 water 
in tanks or drums at Felixton mill. 

Adults of the same species of Taeniorhynchus tha.t were captured 
on the outside of the coach at Empangeni were1 also taken a,t Felixton 
in the same situa,tion; a single specimen of A pharoemis was present 
amongst the numbers of culicines tlhus captured. As at Empangeni, 
a,11 specimens secured on the gauze screening of t’he coa,ch were females. 
Six species of anophelines were reared from la,rvae found in the various 
bodies of water examined a,t Felixton, the swamp to t’he north od the 
river being the sollrce of most of tlhe larvae. 

Gi?zgi?zdlzlovz1.-~~e arrived at Gingindhlovu from Felixton oa the 
9th April. In the neighbourhoodd of the sta,tion and village there are 
severa, streams, in all od which we found larvae. In water that had 
collected in a disused qllarr,y at the side of the road to Mtunzini, a,bout 
half a mile from the station, clllicine and anolpheline larvae were 
present, but- no,t in large nlunbers. Anopheline larvae were also 
ca,ptured in seepage water at the base of a hill i-01 tlhel n&h-west of tlhe 
Mtunzini rolad. \J7e explored the Amatikulu river above the road 
bridge near the mill at Amatikulu, but our quest for lasvae was a 
failure, nolne being found either at the edge of the’ river or in pools 
alongside of it. There were, however, indications tlhat the pools had 
recently been scoured out. Two small streams, which cross the roa.d 
between Gingindhlo~~u and Rmat,ikulu, supplied IIS with both culicinp 
and anopheline larvae, larvae of .4 fu~~stzls being numerous in a small 
pool in tlhe bed of t’he stIrearl nearer to Gingindhlcrru. There is in t,he 
station ya,rd at Gingindhloru an excavat,ion, or depression, covered 
with rank grass, in which in all probability water collect’s a,fter rain. 
Xt was dry at the tlime of our visit and contained noI laIrvale, but many 
culicinel larvae were o’btained frolm a ditch leading away frolm it. 
Larvae of A gnnzbiae (costa7is) and of Lu.txin tigripes occurred in the 
drain oa the east side of the road toI Ama,tikulu where it passes throu& 
the station xard. The stream which runs in close proximity toi t1~t-l 
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station on its south-east side is very much overgrown with vege&tio,n, 
offering admira,ble shade for anopheline larvae; in it we took larvae od 
A mawitianus, aad though we failed to discover lasvae of A funestus 
here, judging from their a(bundance in the smaller stIrearn-which is 
probably a tributary- crossing the Amstikulu road three-quarters od 
a mile further south, it is a likely nursery for that species. 

HsI2ozoe. -We proceeded to Eshowe on the 18th April. Eshowe 
was not one of the places selected for examination by t’he Sub-Com- 
mittee, but, as olur visit to the Begamuzi Drift-the only selected area, 
not in the coa,sta.l belt-had been cut short by circumstances over 
which we had no control, we determined to utilize the time1 which 
should have been spent at the Bega,muzi in collecting larvae in the 
chief town in Zululand. 

E’showe is said to be1 free frolm malaria, the only ca.ses occurring 
there being imported ones. A mosquito survey od the town and its 
surroundings on that account promised to be interesting, as indeed it 
proved ta be. 

We found larvae of A ~nazLritianz~s and a few culicine larvae in 
a shadlow pool in the station yasd. Larvae of C pipiens were 
present in a small fresh water tank at the station, and were also 
collected from a small puddle, the result of leakage from a hydrant 
near the goods shed. Anopheline larvae were found at the edges of a 
little stream that runs parallel with the line to Eshowe North and 
supplies the station tanks. Anopheline and culicine larvae were also 
obtained from a stream near t’he Bishop’s Seat, and in a water hole 
near the cricket field. 

The most fruitful source, so far as different species of mosquitos 
was concerned, proved to be the forest, although we did not come 
across any anophelines there, WC managed to secure either as adults 
or larvae, several species of culicines which we did not find in the 
coastal belt. Unfortunately not more than three days could be 
devoted to the survey of Eshowe, a longer stay would probably 
hare resulted in the collection of additional species. 

Tugela (Bond’s Drift).---The Tugela at Bond’s Drift was reached 
on the 22nd April. Below the railway bridge and for some distance 
beyond the Drift, the river is confined between high banks and does 
not form along itIs margins pools in which mosquito larvae may thrive. 
There is, however, a small stream, which joins the river immediately 
north of the village, and another which joins it about a quarter of a 
mile below the railway bridge, in bot,h of these streams anopheline 
and culicine larvae were found in considerable numbers, the latter 
being more numerous in the strea,m nearer the village. Above the 
railway bridge-between it and the road bridge now being built-the 
river bed widens, and at the time of our visit there were several pools 
along its margin on both sides, which, being shaded by tall grass in 
the usual way, harboured culicine and anopheline larvae. Larvae of 
C duttoni were found in large numbers in a barrel of water at the 
construction camp at the new road bridge. Culicine larvae were found 
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in a rock pool in a cutting on tlhe railway one mile south of the village, 
and in rock pools on the north side of the river; larvae of Aedes 
(Xtegomyia) argenteus were very plentiful in a hole in fhe roots of a 
tree growing on the river banks close to the station, the pH content of 
the water in tlhis tree-hole was ‘7.4. The river itself yielded no larvae. 
Tugela was the only place in the coastal belt investigated by us where 
we did not find larvae od A gatizbiae (Costa&); it is possible that the 
natural conditions at Bond’s Drift did not favour the formation of 
shallow pools of water exposed largely to sunlight,, such as this 
mosquito favours in its early stages, but this does not account for its 
absence from some of the pools between the two bridges which 
appeared quite suitable breeding places. 

Dzlrban, Jacobs and Isipingo .-We returned t,o Durban on the 
30th April. On the 2nd May, a visit was again made to Seacow La.ke, 
but as already stated we did not on this occasion succeed in finding 
any larvae. At the request of Dr. Park Ross we made a somewhat 
hurried survey of Isipingo Beach on the 3rd May. So anopheline 
larvae were discovered in any collection of water within three-quarters 
of a mile of Isipingo Beach, but they were found in a swamp near 
Isipingo station, and were quite numerous in a little stream that runs 
alongside of the Isipingo Hotel. Culicine larvae were taken in a 
swamp of rather filthy water lying to the right of the road as one 
proceeds from Isipingo to the beach. The greater part of this collec- 
tion of larvae was unfortunately lost on the 5th May, owing to careless 
shunting of the coach at Pietermaritzburg. 

Two streams were examined by us at Jacobs on the 3rd and 4th 
May, with a view to procuring larvae of Anopheles jacobi, obtained 
here by Dr. L. G. Haydon twenty years ago, and not taken by anyone 
since that time. Q ‘t ui ,e a number of anopheline larvae were obtained 
from the smaller of the two streams; they were scarcer and accom- 
panied by a few culicine larvae in the larger stream, which appeared 
to contain a quantity of soap in solution as a result of clothes being 
washed in it. 

The remark made regarding the loss of larvae collected at Isipingo, 
applies equally to those collected at Jacobs. We did not succeed in 
rearing adults of A jacobi Jrom any of the larvae which did survive. 

Piete~nzaritxbzl~g.-On the 5th May we moved to Fietermaritzburg 
for the purpose of trying to find the larvae of A natalensis, which 
were taken by Dr. E. Hill in a stream near the Botanical Gardens 
in that town about the time that larvae of -4 jacobi were obtained 
by Dr. Haydon at Jacobs. The object of collecting the larvae of this 
particular species was t’o compare adults reared from them with adults 
of A nureosquamiger. We have to thank Dr. Warren, the Director 
of the Natal Museum, for kindly guiding us to the stream whence 
Dr. Hill originally procured the larva,e of A natalensis. Anopheline 
larvae were found by us in this stream without difficulty, and adults, 
hatched from the pupae which developed from certain of these larvae, 
are, so far as we are able to judge, identical with A aureosquamiger. 
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The larvae from which these adults were derived are also 
identical, in our opinion, with the larvae of A natn7cnsis Hill and 
Haydon (Anns. Nat. Mus., Vol. I, pp. 152-155). 

It would seem, therefore, that these two mosquitos are 
synonymous, as has been surmised for some time. 

Larvae of other species of anophelines were taken together with 
those of a culicine in-the stream in the Botanical Gardens, as well 
as in two other streams situated t,o the north-east of the town. 

MTe returned to Johannesburg on the 11th May. 

LIST OF ~IOSQUITOS TAKEN OR REARED FROM LARVAE. 

The following list gives the names of the different mosquitos 
collected at the various sites at which we worked and the actual 
breeding places of the larvae from which they were reared or, when 
they were taken as adults, the place of capture. 

The list merely sho*ws the mosquitos prevalent in any district at 
the time of our visit; obviously it is not possible to give anything 
approaching a complete list of the mosquito fauna of any of the 
a,reas we examined ; to do this would necessitate active collection at 
ea,ch place folr at least one year, and our longest soljourn at any of 
the selected localities did not exceed a fortnight. 

Durban. 

Mosquito. Localities where larvae were 
taken. 

Aedes (Acclimorphus) durbanensis 
Theo. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Golf links near Milne’s drain. 

Aecles (Aedimorphus) quasiunivit- 
tutus Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Golf links near Country Club. 

Aedes (Xtegol,lyia) argenteus Poiret In a discarded bath near the 
Government Laboratory. 

Aedes (Xtego~,~yicl) sim,psoni Theo. Bilbergia plants, Congella Park 
and near Government Labor- 
atory. 

J Cnlcx Jcrtignns Wied. . . . . . . . . . . . . In a discarded bath near the 

v’ Cltlex simpsoni Theo. . . . . . . . . . . 
Government LaboraDory. 

Abat,toir drain. 

Seacou: Lake. 

Aedes (BaTI ksin ells) linea topennis 
Lud. . . . . ,. . . , . . ,. . . . . , . . , . In pools alongside the river. 

Hluhluwe River Bridge. 

A&s (Aedimorphus) apicoannda- 
tus Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . In a rot hole in a tree. 

Aedes (Stegomyia) argenteus Poiret In a rot hole in a tree. 
Anopheles gambiae (costalis) Giles In pools in the bed of the river and 

at t,hel edges of a small lake. 
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‘4wp7w7cs ?)1IC,lo’iti(t171/4 GprP; & In pools in the bed of t’he river and 
charm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . at the edges of a small lake. 

Altopheles pretorietisis Theo. . . . . . . 9t edges of small lake. 
Anopheles rufipes Gough . . . . . . . 17 , T 
Cdex anndioris Theo. . . . . . . . . . 9, ,Y 
Culex bitaeniorhynch~ts Giles . . . . 0 7) 
Clllex d~ttoni Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . 7, ,7 
Culex pipiens L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 73 
Culex quasigelidus Theo. . . . . . . . . . T> 71 
Cu7ex simpsoni Theo. . . . . . . . . . 7, 9) 
I;~~fxia f igripes Gpre & Charm , . . 91 ,7 

Incamana Ricer. 
Anopheks gambiae (cosfcl7is) Giles At the edges of the river. 
ilnopheles funestlts Giles . . . , . . . . . TJnder the banks at the edges of 

the river. 
_4nopheZes Zomgipalpis Theo. . . . . . . 7) 7) 
Anopheles .pretotiensis Theo. . . . . . ), 9, 
(‘1I7cx (Micmedes) inconspiczlosws 

Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . In pools at the edges of the river. 
CzlZex simpsoni Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, ,7 

Mkusi Lower Drift, Slkusi Rivar. 
Anopheles gambiae (costa7is) Giles In pools in the bed of the river. 
AnopheZes mcr2rritinnzls Gprd & 

Charm . . . . , . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . ), ,) 
,$nopheZes pretoriensis Theo. . . . . 
Culex duftoni Theo. . . . . . . .., . . . . . . In escavitions for pi&s of the 

railway bridge and in a pump 
trough. 

CuZex simpsoni Theo. . . . . . . . . . . In pools in the bed of the river. 
Lscfxia tigripes Gpre & Charm . . . 3) I) 

Candover Rail and the Pongola River. 
Aedes (Xtego?nyia) argenteus Poiret In a house tank. 
Anopheles ganzbiae (costalis) Giles In 

AnophcZas ZongipaZpis Theo. . . . . . . 111 

Anopheles nlnziTifinnus Gpre & 
Charm . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . In 

a pool in a tributary of the 
Pongola.. 
pools in a tributary of the 
Pongola. 

C~lcx fntigcrtzs Wed. .., . . . . . . . . . In 

Cu7ex (Micracdes) inconspicuoszts 
Theo. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

CuZex simpsoni Theo. . ,. . . . . . . . . 
CuZex univittatus Theo ,... . . . . . . . . 
I,lcfxia fiurims GprB & Charm . . . 

pools in a, tributary of the 
Pongola and in pools in bed 
of the Fongola near the rail- 
way bridge. 
pools in a triblrtary of the 
Pongola. 
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Umfaloai River. 

ArtoplLeles gclitbbine (costalis) Giles In pools in ril-er bed and at edges 
of lake. 

,dnopheles f utzestus Giles . . . . . . . . . _%dults taken in native quarters. 
.-irmpllcEes m nwit in nus Gpr& & 

Clharm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . In a pool near Siding 558 nqtl at 

ilnopheles phuroensis ThLo. . . . 
edges of lake. 

Anopheles mfipes Gough . . . . . . 1:: 
At the edges of lake. 

C&ex fntigans Wied. . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . Adu/& in nat!l\e quarters. 
CziZex (Micraedes) inconspicuosus 

Theo. In a pool near Siding 
JCulex laure~t;“~e&&,:’ .‘.:’ .‘..: .‘:. 1:: In pools in river bed. 

558. 

Culex sirnpsoni Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . At the edges of lake. 
l,~~fxia tigripes Gpr& & Charm . . . 
TaenioThynchus fuscope?tnatus 

In pool near Siding 558. 

Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Adults taken on outside of rail- 
way coach. 

TneniorhynclLus (Mansonioides) ulli- 
fomis Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _%dults on outside of railway 

coach ; larvae in ~001 near 
Siding 558. L 

Uranotaenia bilinecrta var fraseri 
Edw. . . . . . . , ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . In pool near Siding 558. 

Uranotaenia sp nov . . . . . . . . . ,., . . . Adult taken on outside of 
coach. 

railway 

Begumuxi Drift. 

.4etles (Sfcgomyin) vitfatus Bigot IJarvne in rock pools in 
1 hc Begnmusi river 

Anopheles pretoriensis Theo. . . , . . . t, 79 
Anopheles mfipes Gough . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 ? 7, 
Culex annulioris Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 77 
Culex sp nov . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 77 

Empangeni. 

Aedes (Bnnlisinellct) liuectfopenllis 

bed of 

Lud. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Taken in the act of biting in the 

Aedes (Stegolnyin) argellfeus 

Aedes (Stegomyin) simpsoni 

,4uophelcs gnmbiue (cosfdis) 

forest. 
Poiret, Larvae in small tins in the station 

yard. 
Theo. T,nrvae in hollows in stems of cut 

bamboo. 
Giles In swamp alongside &earn below 

Noyal Hotel and in station 
ditch. 

Anophel.es funestus Giles . . . *.. .*. Adult taken in railway coach. 
Anophples ~ncrc~lli~~nll~is Giles . . . *.. In large swamp to east of forest. 
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Anopheles mauritianus Gpre & 
Charm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Atzopheles plzaroensis Theo. . . . . . . . . . 

In swamp alongside stream 
below Royal Hotel and <in 
station ditch. 

In stream and swamp below 
Royal Hotel. 

,4nophcles squamosus Theo. . . . . . . In ditch one mile south of Em- 

Culex nnnulioris Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Culex aura&apex Edw. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Culex fatigans Wied. .., . . . . . . ., . . . . 
Culex (hilicTaedes) itLconspicuosus 

Theo. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Culex laurenti Newst. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Ere t mopodifcs chrysog(lsf cr Theo. 

HarpcrgorrzyiLl trichorosfris Theo. . . . 

Toctziorhynchus (Mlljzsonioides) afri- 
canus Theo. . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 

Taeniorhynchus (hlaflsonioides) uni- 
formis Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Taeniodlynchus chuhbi Edw. . . . . . . 

Taeniorhynchus fuscopennatus 
Theo. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

pangeni station. 
In station ditch. 
In large swamp to east of forest. 
Adults taken in native’s huts. 

In swamp alongside stream below 
Royal Hotel and in station 
ditch. 

In pond near Empangeni mill 
and in station ditch. 

Tn hollows in stems of cut bamboo 
in forest. 

In water in axil of BiZbeTgia 
mutarLs and at the base of 
leaves of an arum lily. 

Adults taken on outside of railway 
coach. 

Adults taken on outside’kf railway 
coach. 

Felixton. 

Aedes (Bnnksinella) linentopennis 
Lud. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Larvae in swamp near Felixton 

station. 
-4nopheles gambiae (cosfalis) Giles In hoof marks of cattle and in 

puddles in a road. 
Anopheles funestus Giles . . . . . . . . . In a backwater of the river. 

Anopheles maculipalpis Giles . . . . . . In swamp near Felixton station. 

,4 noj~7Leles mnwitianus Gprd & 
Charm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Anopheles ndi Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . In a bac&ater of the river. 
Anophcles phlrToensis Theo. . . . . . . Adult taken on outside of railway 

coach. 
Anopheles squamosus Theo. . . . . . . In swamp near Felixton station. 

Cdex annulioTis Theo. . . , . . . . . . . . . In swamps at Felixton and 
Umhlatuzi Siding. 

Pulex laurenti Newst? . . . . . . . . . . . . I 9 ,, 
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Culex sinapsoni Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Lutxia tigripes GprQ & Charm . . . 
Tncnio~hynchus (Mnnsonioides) crfi’i- 

canus Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Tnenio~h.ynchus chub bi Edw. . . . . . . 
Tncniorhytchus fuscopenrlntua 

Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Urnn;yia bilineata mr fraseri 

‘1 r. . . . . . . .., . . . ..* . . . . . . . . . 

limnotnenia mnsho?laensis Theo. . . . 

Adult on outside of railway 
coach, larvae in pools along- 
side the river. 

Tn swamp near Felixton station. 

Adults on outside of railway 
coach. 

Ilarvae in pool at 1124 mile 
Siding. 

Ilarvae in swamp at Felixton and 
in pool at 1129 mile Siding. 

Gingindhlovu. 

Anopheles gambiae (costnlis) Giles 
Anopheles funestzts Giles . . . . . . . . . 

Anopheles wtnculipalpis Giles . . , . . . 

Anopheles mauritinnus Gpre & 
Charm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Anopheles pretoriensis Theo. . . . . . . 

Anophcles squallaosus Theo.. . . . . . . . . 

Culex duttoni Theo. ............ 
Culex fntigans Wied. ............ 
Cu7ex (Micraedes) inco?aspicuosus 

Theo. ........................ 

/ 
Culex laurenti Newst. . . , . . . . . 
Culex quasigelidus Theo. , . . . . , . * 
Cdex saZisburie?asis Theo. . . . . . 

Cdex simpsoni Theo. . . . . . . . . . . 

Tm f xin tigripcs Gprd & Charm . . . 

In ditch at, the railway st)at,ion. 
In a stream on the road to Amati- 

kulu. 
In seepage water at foot of a hill 

N.W. of the station and in 
water in a disused quarry. 

In streams near village and in 
water in a disused quarry. 

In streams near village and on 
road to Amatikulu. 

In seepage water at foot of a hill 
north-west of the station and 
in water in a disused quarry. 

In a ditch in the station yard. 
,9 

In pools in a stream on the road 
to Amatikulu. 

In water ‘in a disused iuarry. 
In water in a disused quarry and 

in stream on the road to 
Amatikulu. 

Adults taken on the outside of 
railway coach. 

In a ditch in the stat’ion yard. 

Eshowe. 

Aedes (Aedimorphus) argenteopunc- 
tutus Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AdultNs taken in the forest. 

Aedes (Xtegomyia) pseudonigeria 
Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . )> ,9 
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,4edes (Aediworphus) sp. nov. , ,. . . . Larvae found in a pool surrounded 
with ferns in the forest. 

4rzopheles wdensis Theo. . . . . . . . . . T,arvae at the edges of small 
streams 

.irloj1heles mnlcriticrnus GprP: & 
Charm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ilarvae in a pool in the station 

yard. 
.Inophcles preforierasis Theo. , . . ,.. ITlarvae at the edges of small 

streams. 
Culex (Micraedes) i,lconspicuosus 

Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I,arvae in a small water hole in 

J 
the forest. 

Culex (CuZicior,lyia) ~~ebzdos~~s Theo. Adults taken in the forest and 
larva in a tree hole in the 
forest. 

Culex pipiens L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,arvae in a tank and in puddles 
in the station yard. 

Cu7ex salisburiensis Theo. . . . . . . ,.. I,arva#e in a small wat,er hole in 

J 
the forest. 

Culex rima Theo. . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Eretmopodites sp. nov. . . . . . . . . . . . Ilarvae iI;’ a species of ‘bracaena. 
I,utxia tigripcs Gprt? & Charm . . . lAmwe in a pool near the cricket 

field. 
Toxorhynchites brevipnlpis Theo. . . . T,arvae in a rot hole in a tree. 
Umnotaenia mashonaensis Theo. Ad\llts taken in the forest. 
Uranotaenia sp. nov. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 9) ,V 

Tugela and Bond’s Drift. 
Aedes (Stegomyia) argenteus 

Poiret . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . In a tree hole near the river. 
Aedes (Aedimorphus) cnballus Theo. Ilarvae in a rock pool in a railway 

cutting. 
14ecEes (Stegomyin) vittatus Bigot T,arvae in rock pools in a small 

stream and alongside the 
river. 

Anopheles funestus Giles . . . . . . . . . T,arvae at t.he edges of streams. 
-4nopheles maculipnlpis Giles . . . . . . 79 9, 
Ariopheles mnuritiunus Gprk & 

Charm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . Larvae in a grass grown pool. 
Anopheles pretoriensis Theo. . . . . . . I,arvae at the edges of streams. 
Anopheles rufipes Gough ,. . . . . . . . . . . , 3 ,T 
ilnopheles squamosus Theo. . . . . . . 
(‘&ex nnnulioris Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . Larvae &‘a pool beneak the new 

road bridge. 
Culex duttoui Theo. . . , . . . . . I . , . . ?. T,arvae in a water barrel. 
(lulex fatigans Wied. . . . . . . . . . . . . .I.. Tn a pool in .tjhe bed of a small 

stream. 
Culex (Micraedes) inconspicuosus 

Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . In a rock pool in a small stream. 
Culex simpsoni Theo. . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . In a backwater of a small stream. 
Lutxia tigripes GprA & Charm . . . In H pool in bed of a small stream. 
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Isipingo. 
A&s (Aedimorphus) nlbocephnlus 

Theo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . In a swamp in grass land near 
Isipingo Beach. 

L4nopheles tmnsvnctlcnsis Cart. . . . Ilarvae at edges of a small stream 
near Isipingo Hotel. 

Jambs. 
Anophelcs maut+iticinus Gpr8 8; 

Charm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Larvae in swampy ground near a 
st’ream. 

Anoy~h~les tmmvnttlenais Cart. . . . l,nrv;le at the eclges of streams. 
Cu?ez nn ?j ulioris Theo. . . , . . . . , . . . . Ilarvae amongst algae in streams. 
Pulrx dzl t toni Theo. . , . . . . . . . . , . . . . 9 9 Y7 
Culex lauwnti Kewstl . . . .., . . . . . . 3 7 * 9 

I’icfc~1,1nJ,itzblr,.g. 
.4uopIlcIes trderlsis Theo. . . . . . . ,. . Ilarnw at edges of streams, llear 

ille Botanical Gardens and to 
the N.N.E. of the town. 

,4no~‘laclcs 1,Lnll)‘iti(1722lg Gpr& & 
Charm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . Larvae at edges of streams, near 

the Botanical Gardens and to 
the N.N.E. of the town. 

Ano2,heles nntnlclzsis Hill and Ha)- 
don . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 I 3 ! 

.4110~32~7~s prcioricusis Theo. . . . , . . , * * , 

.4nopheles f~~ansvnnlensis Cart. . . . 7 f I 1 
I’ulex sp ~~02, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 , 9 

,\fosquifos C’a?)far,cd irz 711’UIill LCJI~‘)Z ?‘mdlimJ bCfLL’c’C?L l~rrrpu)lywi 
trrrtl (:i~lgi~ldl~lov~~~. 

tledps (Sfegolrlyia) subal*geufeus Edw. 
Anopheles fuaesfus Giles 
Tcleniorhynchus (Mnnsonioides) africrrnzcs ‘rhea. 
Tneniorhynchzrs (Mnnsonioides) wziforn~is Theo. 
Taeniol*hynchus fuscopennntus Theo. 

With a8 few exceptions the mcquitos collected showed little 
difference as regards species at an-y cd the places examined in the 
coastal belt. It, will be seen, however, from the list that certain 
species which are common at t)he coast were not present, or at’ t-111 
events n-ere nolt readily obtained, at the three places inland n-here 
collections were made, and vice verscr. This probably depends upon a’ 
difference of temperature and of moisture between the higher lands of 
the interior and the lolw-l>-ing coastal belt. 

SPECIES OF ANOPHELINES COLLECTED. 
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A natalensis Hill and Haydon, A nili Theo, A $aroelzsis Theo, 
A pretoriensis Theo, A rufipes Gough, A squamosus Theo, A tmns- 
wdensis Cast. 

A brief account of the preferential breeding pla,ces of these 
anolpheles aad of their ability to act as carriers of malaria is given 
below. 

A ardensis .-Hill and Haydon (7) note that they found this 
mosquito only on the higher levels, never atI sea level, and that it 
enters houses. We found larvae of this species at the edges of streams 
with a certain amount of current a,t Eshowe and a,t Pietermaritzburg. 
This agrees with the statement of Hill and Haydon, who1 found it “ in 
a quick running streamlet under overhanging banks.” Nothing is 
known as to its ability to carry malaria. Castellani and Chalmers (8) state 
t,hat it is suspect, but give no details. Apart frolm the fact that it 
has not been found on the coast, on account of its rarity it is unlikely 
to be of much importance in other pasts of South Africa as a8 carrier. 

A funestus.-It is widespread throughout’ the cotastlal belt and also 
occurs in the interior. It is less numerous than A gambiae during the 
malaria season in the coastal belt, according to cur experience. 

Preferential breeding places are the edges of clear water streams 
with overhanging banks or shady poolls where there is some movement 
of the wat,er, but larvae are occasionally found in shady pools where 
there is absolutely no flow of water. Enters houses freely and is a 
recognized casrier of malaria throughout t’he Ethiopian region. 

A gambiae (Costa&s) .-Is also widespread in the coastal belt during 
the malarial season, and is m.ore numeroue than A funestus. Readily 
enters houses and is also a recognized carrier of malaria, throughout 
the Ethiopian region. Preferential breeding places are small shallow 
pools exposed at some time during t’he day to the direct rays of the 
sun; seems to prefer muddy or opalescent water, such as is found in 
road ditches o’r in the hoobmarks 09 cattle; is rarely found in astificial 
collections of water, such as earthenware pots or in treeholes; dislikes 
running water. 

A longipalpis.--Not numerous in the coastal belt. Preferential 
breeding places are the same as those of A funestus. Nothing is 
definitely known as regards its ability to act as a carrier of malaria; in 
any case its rarity indicates that it cannot be of much importance in 
that respect. 

The anophcline which we have identified as A longipalpis Theo may 
be merely a variety of A fuuestus Giles, since we are unable to separat#e 
its larva from that of fu tLestus, and the genitalia of the male closely 
resemble those of f wwsfus. Moreover, the dark area between the two 
apical pale bands of the palps of the female, while exceeding the length 
of either, is not twice the length of either pale band. Veins 3 and 5.1 
are dark, but fringe spots are present, which would aappear to distin- 
guish this insect from ,4 funestus va,r. bisipnfn Grunb (de 
Christophers’ Descriptive Gyno,psis oQ the ,$ncphelT‘ni, Tnd. Med. 
Res. Xemoirs, Mem. No. 3, Dec., 1924). 
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,tl maculipalpis.- Far from numerous in the coastal beli;. Preferen- 
tial breeding places are seepa*ge water at the foot of hills and polols of 
clear water with overhanging vegetation to act as sha,de. Isrecolgnized 
as a na#tural carrier of malaria in India and has been artificially 
infectsed with malarial parasites in that country and in Mauritius. 
Unlikely to be of much importance as a carrier in Zululand owing to 
its scarcity. 

A ?nau~itia?lzts.--‘C~lidely distributed in the coa&al belt aad in the 
interior, but’, as the larvae are never in any particular pool very 
numerous, adults are not so plentiful as might be expected. Preferen- 
tial breeding places, clear wat’er in swamps where shade is provvlcied 
by sedges and grass. Is a doubt’ful carrier of malaria, is given by 
Carter (9) in his list of anophelines that have been found wit’h 
sporojzoites, naturally acquired, in their salivary glands, but neither 
Ronald Ross nor Macgregor was able to infect it experimentally in 
Mauritius. Does noct enter houses in West Africa, but apparently does 
so in the Northern Transvaal. Edwards (10) sta$tes of this species 
that it does not frequent houses and is not recorded as a carrier of 
malaria. 

A nntalemis. -_,4ppears to be rare in the coastal belt’, though Hill 
and Haydon (7) record its occurrence t#here. It m-as only found by us 
at Pietermaritlzburg. It a#lso occurs in the No’rthern Transva,al. 
Preferential breeding places, edges ob swiftly running streams where 
there is a certain amount of shade. Nothing is known as to its ability 
to carry malaria, but, owing to its scarcity, cannot be of much 
importance in that* respect. 

A nili.-A rare species in the colastal belt. PreferenGal breeding 
places the same as those of A funestus. Cannot be regasded as of 
importance as a carrier of malaria, beca,use of its scarcity, butI nothing 
is definibely knon-n regarding its carrying powers. 

A $zarae&s.-Apparently a new record for the Union, though Mr. 
Bedford informs us that he took a single specimen of this species in 
Northern Zululand some years ago. It is not colmmon in the coa.stal 
belt. Preferential breeding places, clear water in swa,mps shaded by 
grass, edges of lakes where there is a4 growth of wa,ter plants and algae. 
Said to be a carrier of benign tertian in Egypt and has been experi- 
mentally infected with malignant tertian by Bahr (ll), who considers 
it an inefficient host for that parasite, Low (12) found ifI did not carry 
at Tsmailia. In any case cannot be an importlant carrier in the coastal 
belt because elf its rasity. 

A pretoriensis. -A common species in Zululand. Preferential 
breeding places, backwaters of strea.ms, pools in bed of rivers where 
there is no active current, edges of lakes where there is vegetation 
groiwing. No record of its being concerned in carrying malaria’; 
apparently does not enter houses. 
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.4 Tufil)cs.-Even coiumo~ner than ,4 ~~~~t0~ie~~si.s in Zulula.nd. 
Preferential breeding places, the same as those of pretorie?zsis. Xv0 
record of its being concerned in carrying malaria; rarely enters houses. 

-4 squccllloszls.-Uncolllmon in the co&a,1 belt, commoner on the 
plateau. Preferential breeding places -clear water in swamps, back- 
waters of st(reams where there is some shade. Nothing definiDely known 
as to its ability to carry malaria’, but its rarity in the coastal belt 
precludes its being of importance there. 

,4 trnnsuanlensis 
than A j~~~c,at~a. 

.-Occurs in the coastal belt, but less commonly 
Found also on the plateau and, as its name implies, 

in the Northern Transvaal. Nothing definite seems to be known with 
regard to its ability to serve as a carrier of malaria, though it belongs 
to the juncstzts group. We did not find it in Zululand, though its 
larvae were found at Jacobs, Tsipingo and Pietermaritzburg. Prefereu- 
tiwl breeding places-the same as those of ju?zestlls. We have no 
record of its entering houses. 

PRINCIPAL CARRIERS OF MALARIA IN THE COASTAL BELT. 

~4~~op7zcles gnmbine jcostalis) and Anopheles funestus are the two 
mosquitos which have to be considered with regard to the transmission 
of malaria in the coastal belt; they are both well-known carriers of tlhe 
disease in tropical Africa, having been repeatedly found naturallp 
infectled with sporozoites and being readily infected experimentally. 
Stephens and Christophers (13) working m Lagos and in Southern 
Xigeris on tlhe Royal Societ,y’s Commission for tlhe investigabion of 
malaria found jzcnestus infect’ed tlo the extent of 25-50 per cent. in tlhe 
Lagos hint]erl and, while costnlis in Lagos was only infected to the 
ext(ent oif 3 per cent. This suggests that junestus is the better carrier 
of the two. A recent paper by Lamborn (14), however. brings forward 
evidence to the effect that costalis in the prevalence of larger numbers 
of fltncstus may be the principal carrier. 

In Zululand, so far as the experience gained during a short tour in 
an abnormally dry malarial season justifies us in making the assertlion, 
‘4 gambine (cosfnlis) is much mcbre numerous than A junestus and, in 
our opinion, is the chief carrier of malaria. in the coastal belt. It might 
be argued against this a,sser%ioin that in an ordinary malarial season, 
after an average rainfall, the smaller streams in place of being dry 
would offer more extensive hatcheries tlo funestus and that cosfa1i.s 
wollld be unable tlo take advantage of the pools left in the beds of t,he 
rivers for breeding purposes. But a.n increased rainfaIl, while 
increasing the breeding places of junestus, dotes the same fair costalis, 
which is not so restricted in the conditions of its nurseries as funesfqls 
is. It is probable that even in an abnormally wet1 season cosfnlis woluld 
be present in the coastal belt1 in milch the same proportion to fzlncstus 
as it, is in a very dry season. .4 fll)!rsfus, in the cxpcricncc of olne of IIS, 
is found in larger nlunbers in the hinterland than in proximity toi the 
sea, .4 nfl )?ll)iclc: fcosfcrTis) not being rest#ricted in this respect. 
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,4 pmbiac (costalis), according to Aders (15), is the only 
anopheline in the town area of Zanzibar, and is the common vector 
there of malaria. Sorosmenho (16) states that costalis is found all over 
the territory of Portuguese East Africa from north tlo south and from 
the lit,toral to the interioir; it is more numerous in the littoral, where its 
frequency is grea,ter than that of any other anopheline. He coasiders it 
the most, voraciolus and dangerous of all the African anophelines. Van 
Someren and de Bcler (1’7) found costalis to be the commonest 
anolpheline in the Nairobi Municipal Area, though its numbers varied 
t8hroughout the yeas, Lamborn (14) believes costa7is is a more 
important carrier of malaria in Nyasaland than fu92estus. Thoamson 
(18) sta.tes tlhat costn7is is the most import:lnt an;1 most numerous of 
the anolphelines in Southern Rhodesia and is appasently the chief 
carrier of malaria there. Ronald Ross (19) and Balfour (20) consider 
it to be the chief carrier in XIauritius. Schwetz (21) remarks that 
costn7is is the commonest1 anopheline at Elisabethville aad that it. is 
the most prevalent house mosquito, especialIT in t,he rains. Johnston 
(22) found that d gnljzbine (costa7is) and ‘4 funestus formed 92.9 per 
cent’. of the mosquitos (11,514) caught in his bungalow in Northern 
Nigeria, and that costn1is n-as more numerous than fzlnestw. Of 432 
anophelines collected in houses at Accra, Gold Coast (23) for one year 
in 1920, 428 were A gnmbitre (costalis). Hill ancl Haydon (1) state 
that of more than 150 anolphelines captured by t’hem in houses during 
the epidemic of malaria in Durban, all but, t,wo were A ga.mbinF: 
(cosfnh). It appears from the above recolrd that -4 gawzbine (costnlis) 
is a common frequenter of hollses and a ready earner elf malaria in 
many parts of Africa. It, is perhaps also not without significance tlhut 
the Royal Society of Tropical Jlledicine should ha.ve adopted this 
particular species of Anopheles as its crest. 

Lambolrn (14) has shon-n that at Fort Johnson, near the southern 
end of Lake Nyasa, tlhere is a great variation in the number of 
P, gtr.I?zbinc (costa5s) t,aken indoors during the course of a year. He 
found that it was comparatlively rare during the dry mont,hs and that 
a great increase in its numbers tolok place n-hen the rains were well 
advanced. Tn certain breeding pits of t’his mosquitlo, which held water 
all the year round, he observed that larvae were absent from the 
beginning of Allgust to! the beginning of December. He concluded, 
therefore, that imlnature forms of costaZi.s olccurred at Fort Johnston 
onl,v during t,he wet seasoIl, and that dearth of snitable breeding places 
would not accollnt entirely for the reduction in numbers of the adults 
during the dry season. Further, having found that, ca,ptured females 
had their ovaries flllly distended, he concluded that the absence od 
larvae during the dr)T seasoln was due to1 inhibition of the ovipositing 
instinct atI a time nnfarollrable both to adlilt and offspring, t’he 
unfa\-ourablc conditions for the inlmature forms being absence of algal 
growths and different colmposition of the water in the breeding pools 
during the dry season, 
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Accolrding IKH Lamborn, B yumbiae (costalis) is as particular in t,he 
selection of its breeding places as any Oriental species of anopheline 
and, as its breeding appears to cease during the dry season, there 
should be a possibilitly of controlling its malarial carrying powers by 
drainage of tlhe small pools which it affects. He thinks it improbable 
that the insect, however hard pushed as to its ordinary breeding places, 
woluld make use of collections of water in which its larvae do not usually 
occur. 

A gambiae (cosfalis) appears to show seasonal variation in its 
numbers, such as occurs in Nyasaland, in the coastal belt. Hill and 
Haydoa (7) stlate that the season far the larvae is from October to May. 
Further investigations, however, as to this point is required. A record 
of its prevalence as larva or adult during each month of the year in 
the malarial Idistricts of Zululand should be a,vailable. 

As a result of our observations in the various areas where we 
collected larvae, it seems to us t,hat something might, be done at small 
cost to reduce the oiutputS elf anophelines in certain of tlhe places visited. 
We have already drawn attention to tlhe part played by float#ing water 
plants in a,ffording shade and protection to anopheline larvae in river 
pools and at the margins of open collections of water. Periodical 
remolval of these growths, the clearing of grass and reeds in and about 
pools and the training of the banks of streams in the neighbourhoorl 
of houses and villa,ges would, in our opinion, grea,tly benefit the resi- 
dents. There is of necessity a limit to the extent od such measures 
owing to financial reasons, but they should be carried out within a 
half-mile radius of inhabited houses. It may be objected to such a 
scheme tha.t, by removal of shade, breeding places suitable to1 A gambiae 
(cosfalisj woluld be provided. This might occur in a few instances, 
bllt, as has been pointed out, costdis selects as a, rule shallow poloIs 
which are filled wit,h olpalescent water containing the a,lgal growths on 
which the larvae feed. We, however, found costa7Cs lasvae oa more 
than one occasion amongst the mass of flolating vegeta.ble growth at 
the edges of open wa,ter and in pools covered wit’h such growth in the 
bed of Hluhluwe river. Doubtless there were present, in this vegeta- 
tion, algae suitable folr nourishing the larva.e, and the need for the 
destlruction or removal of such vegetation is accordingly increased. 

The pools formed in tlhe beds of rivers alongside the main stream 
when it subsides are frequently breeding places of A gambiae (c0staZi.s) 
and reqliire attention in the vicinity of bridges during construction or 
where there are houses near the banks. There should be little difficulty 
in draining these into the ma.in stream. It is of int’erest to note tlhnt 
we did not find A funestm at the edges of the large rivers; the larvae 
of this mosquitlo seemed to fnvour tlhe smaller rivers and streams, where 
the water was clearer and the shade deeper. Rapidity of current was 
not accountable for their absence from the larger rivers, the current 
of which was usually slower than that in the smaller streams, 
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REYIEW OF THE COXDITIONS FOCND AT SONE OF THE PLACES VISITED 

WITH SPECIAL REFEREXCE TO THE OCCCRREYCE OF LARVAE OF 

A GSUBIAE (COSTALIS) ASD OF 14 FUNESTUS. 

Hluhluwe Hailway Hdge.---The InrI-ae of A ga,,zbiae (costnlis) 
were foalmd in pools in the river bed and at the edges of a small lake 
to the K.N.E. of the bridge; in both instances protectlion was afforded 
to the larvae of this and other anophelines by floating water plants. 
Undoubtedly, if the river at the time of our visit’ had conta,ined its 
normal volume of water, there would have been noI pools of stagnant 
wa,ter where we found them. Still, it is not unlikely that\ similar 
pools form in a, normal wet season on the higher terraces which enclose 
this river, and that these pools becolme overgrown with water plants. 
The removal of this gro&h from such pcols and from the edge of the 
lake is recommended, if “ oiling ” or dusting the surfaces with Paris 
Green is too costly. 

JIkzrsi LoLcer Drift.---We do not’ knon- the conditions obtIaining 
here during a heavy wet season, but during our visit the pools along 
the edges of the river were the only sources of anopheline larvae of 
which those of A gambiae (costa7is) formed the bulk. 

Drainage of these pools into the main stream appears feasible. 

Cantlover Rail.-T,arvae of A gccnzbicre (costnlis) and of A 
lo)lgipa7pis were present in the stream, which lies to the south-east, 
of the bungalow of Mr. Smith, the manager of the cotton estate, 
joining the Pongola near Pongola Poort. 

Clearing of the banks of this stream is recommended, and 
clearing and grading of its bed at certain places where it’ has become 
overgrown and where itI tends to form pools. 

Umfalozi River and Afill.-Here we found larvae of A gnmbine 
(costa7is), chiefly amongst the floatIing water plants at. the edges of 
the smaller lake on the left bank of the river, and also in pools in the 
bed of the river under the Demporary railway bridge. 

The edges of the la.kes should be kept clear of vegetation and the 
pools, which have formed around the piers of the railway bridge, 
should be filled in. The reclamation of the extensive swampy flats 
on each side of Bhe river in this area, is apparently a hopeless task 
without the expenditure of a large sum of money. Something, 
however, might be done by “ oiling ” or dusting the swamps with 
Paris Green, to reduce t)he number of breeding places of anophelines 
during the malarial season. 

EmpnngPni.----Mention has already been made of the stream witlh 
its marshv surroundings, jvhich flows down the \-alley below the Royal 
Hotel at Empangeni village. This is a fertile nllrsery oif anophelines, 
and, in addition t,o being grntled, should have its banks trained and 
Pl(1i7rcil Of overhanging vcgetlat ion, The stream or ditch which is 
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situated to the west or north-west of the &ation, appears to be the 
chief breeding place of the anophelines liable to attack the inhabitants 
of t,he various buildings near the station; its banks require clearing, 
and, if its flow were increased by grading, itI would proye a less 
desirable breeding place to anophelines. The road ditches in the 
neighbourhood of the mill also demand attention, as we found larvae 
of ‘4 gambine (costc12is) in them. 

Fe&&on and the t:mhlcrfztxi river.---With the exception of the 
railway bungalows and the mill buildings, the village of Felixton is 
situated on rising ground well away from the river and the swamp 
in which most of the larvae we collected were found. The swamp 
seems to be the result of clamming tIhe water of a small stream on 
the left bank of the river; it appeared t’o us that t’his could be 
remedied without much expense by making a direct cutting intlo the 
river. The pools on the banks of tlhe river should be cleared of 
I-egetntion and filled in or drained into the river; as the banks are high 
here tlhis should not be a dif%cult undertaking. 

Gingindhlov u.-Th e various streams near the village and railway 
station afford ample breeding places in their present condition for 
botSh anopheline and culicine larvae. The banks of these st’reams 
should be kept clear of vegetation in the village and witShin a half 
mile radius of it. The hollow in the station yard and the ditch which 
drains it should be filled in, the ditch, on the eastern side of the road 
tlo Amatikulu as it passes through the station, requires grading as we 
found larva,e of A gambine (co&ah) in small pockets therein. The 
water which has accumulated in the disused quarry on the Mtunzini 
road could easily be drained into the little stream which runs close 
to it. 

Tugela (Bond’s Drift).-Though no larva#e of il gambiae (costalis) 
were found by us, their absence may only have been seasonal. Larvae 
of A funcstus were found in both of the streams which discharge inbo 
the Tugeln north of the village. The stream immediately north of 
the village lies in a, deep gully, just before it joins the river, and is 
consequently much in shadow, which is deepened by the presence of 
one or two trees on the banks; higher up, the banks are overgrown by 
rank grass. The trees, which strew the surface of the stream with 
their fallen leaves, thus giving more shade to anopheline larvae, should 
be cut down, and the grass removed from the banks. 

The second stream is not so likely to be a source of danger tIo 
the inhabitants of the village, as it is about a mile away; if tIhe bushes 
and small trees growing oln its banks were removed, hoiwever, it would 
be less likely to harbour A funestus. The pools in the bed of the 
river between the bridges, wherein we expected to find larvae of A 
gambiae (costalis) but did not, are more than a mile distant from the 
village, and may, therefore, until they are found to be sources of A 
gambiae (costah) or A funestus, be left untouched. 
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REMARKS ON GENERAL PROPHYLAXIS IN ZULULAND. 

It may seem somewhat beyond the province of those engaged 
on an entomological survey to offer suggestions regarding the preven- 
tion of malaria generally, but the experience of one of us in tropical 
Africa appears to justify the following remarks, if merely to contrast 
the attitude .adopted towards the disease in West Africa with that 
obtaining in Zululand. 

Sites of Houses.-iUany of the houses that we saw seem to< have 
been built with a total disregard tlo the danger of their sites as regards 
the acquiring of malarial infection by the dwellers in those houses. 
Ko dwelling house should be erected until the site has been passed as 
suitable by the Sanitary Authority. 

Xcreening of Houses.-There is a tendency t,o overdo this and 
to make the interior of the house or bungalow gloomy and ill-ventilated. 
Possibly the type of house is to blame, the majority being without a 
verandah. A verandah, which more or less completely surrounds the 
living rooms, allows plenty of air and light to enter, while, if it is 
of adequate width, preventing the direct ra,ys of t,he sun from striking 
the walls of the rooms. The verandah does not need to be screened 
and may be used as a, sitting room during the day, there being a 
shady portion available-if it completely surrounds the living rooms- 
at all hours of the cla#y, whatever the position of the sun. A verandah 
being open to the sun and air does not attract mosquitos. The rooms 
giving on to the verandah must be screened and the screening must 
be kept in repair, otherwise it simply acts as a trap for mosquitos. 

Xegregation of the Nafiues.-Absence of segregation of the 
natives strikes one, accustomed to its rigid enforcement in West Africa, 
with surprise. It is surely more urgently needed in Zululand, where 
the adult suffers from malaria and is a potential carrier, than it is 
in the West African colonies where the adults are practically immune 
and only the children act as carriers. It is rather begging the 
question to affirm that it is useless to practice segregation on a large 
scale because a householder cannot be separated from his personal 
servants. All huts of native employees on cot,ton estates and of 
those working at the sugar mills and other factories should be erelcted 
at least half a rnile to leeward of the dwellings of Europeans, due 
regard also being had to the proximity of collections of water that 
harbour the larvae) of malaria-carrying anophelines. We were 
informed by Dr. Richter, of Nlatubatuba., that bo.ys dwelling in huts 
situated to the southward of the construction works-mainly bridge 
building-on which they were employed, in his experience suffered 
more heavily from malaria than those whose huts were placed on 
the northern side. This is probably accounted for by the direction 
of the prevailing wind and should be t’aken into account when la.ying 
out a construction camp. 

Screening of native quarters should not be advocated 
substitute for segregation but as an addition to it. 

as a 



E liminntio~n of Malaria Ca rGers by Treatment z&lz Quinine.- 
This is a matter of difficulty n-here Europeans are concerned and 
becomes much more so when dealing with large aggregat#ions of 
natives, unless strict supervision is exercised and almost daily 
examinations of’ the blood of each individual are made. Darling (24) 
a.nd Thomson (25) have shown that quinine in adequate doses reduces 
the number of sexual forms of the parasite, when these appear in 
the blood, to a degree such as would be unlikely to infect biting 
mosquitos. Unless, however, careful watch is kept, recurrence of 
sexual forms may occur in this class of case and latent carriers result. 
Intensive treatment of ma#laria, and qlunine used prophylactically, arc’ 
helpful measures, but should not be regarded as excusing efforts in 
other directions being made towards the elimination of malaria. 
Orenstein (26) has demonstrated the failure of quinine treatment and 
quinine prophylaxis in abolishing malaria at Dar-Es-Salaam. 

Killing of Adult Anophelines in Houses.-The killing of engorged 
anophelines when resting on walls or other places indoors by 
mechanical means is reco’mmended by Le Prince (277, who st’aies 
t)ha.t the mcidence of malaria can be kept down by the use of this 
simple method and that the inhabitants of houses, especially children, 
(aan be induced to take an interest in it. 

James (28), basing his conclusion on his experience with A~1op7ze7es 
wcdipennis in England, remarks that anti-mosquito measures for 
dealing with malaria will assume the form of studying the habit’s of 
engorged and torpid anophelines frequenting houses in future, with 
a vieaw to concentrating on their destruction, in place of general anti- 
larval work in the fields 

While it is by no means certain that A ganzbiae (cost&) behaves 
in a similar manner to that of A ~nnculipennis as recorded by James, 
it is to be found frequently in an engorged condit,ion in the morning 
in the quarters of natives, and such opportunities for the destructjion 
of this dangerous mosquito should not be missed. There should be 
no difficulty in detailing a native for t’he destruction of mosquitos in 
the huts of the employees at the sugar mills or on the cotton estates. 
He should be provided with an electric torch to dispel the darkness 
which prevails in such dwellings. 

Flight of A4nop7teZine Mosquitos.-Le Prince and Griffiths found 
that stained specimens of anophelines could be caught at a point from 
three-quarters of a mile to one mile distant from the place where 
they had been liberated. Kligler (29), in Palestine, adopted a zone 
of 2 km. as the regulation belt, wherein anti-larval measures should 
be c*arried out, but found it in some instances deficient. He considers 
that anophelines may, in certain circumstances, regularly fly a 
distance of five kilometres in search of blood and that the routine 
control distance should nof be less than 2.5 km. 

Mention has been made of a.dopting a distance for anti-larval 
work and segregation purposes of half a mile. This, in view of 
Kligler’s conclusions, may seem inadequate, but it is based on the 
observations of Watson (30) in the Malay States. In Watson’s 
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experience distance of flight of mosquitos and control of malaria are 
not the same thing; the spleen rate is the criterion to be chosen, and 
that distance, which reduces the spleen rate practically to nil, is 
the distance of control to be adopted. It is probable tha.t the distance 
for each malaria-carrying anopheline may be different, but until 
these distances are worked out the half-mile zone recommended by 
1Tatson should be enforced. It is not necessary to eliminate all the 
malaria-carrying anophelines in the zone to bring about the reduction 
of the spleen rate to nil. 

E’fJect of the Discharges from Sugar Mills on Mosquito Larvae.- 
MacGregor (31), in his report of measures which might be employed 
against mosquito larvae, mentions the effect of discharges from sugar 
factories upon the larvae1 living in the water receiving these discharges. 
He sta,tes that the water cha.nged colour to a deep brown, frothing 
easily when in motion, that many of the lower forms of vegetation 
died, and that the discharges had an adverse influence on mosquito 
larvae, very few larvae being found in water so contaminated. 
Ma#cGregor, however, does not advise the use of effluents from sugar 
factories as larvicides on account of the1 horrible o’dour they produce. 

Our intention, when starting out on the mosquito survey, was to 
test the action od the discharge from sugar mills upon the early 
stages of mosquitos. Unfortunately, owing to none of the mills being 
at work while we were on tour, we were unable to do so. It has, 
however, been mentioned that no larvae were found by us in the 
water, containing a brown sediment, of the ditches and of a small 
stream lying to the e,ast of the railway line belo#w the hill on which 
the new Umfalozi mill is built, and that we associated the brown 
sediment with rotting sugar cane. The water in the ditches and 
stream at Umfalozi and similarly impregnated water that we found at 
other places possessed not unpleasant odour. It seems to us, there- 
fore, tbat sugar effluents might be investigated further with a view 
to finding a cheap and odourless larvicide. 

It was our privilege, when at Matubatuba, to be shown by Dr. 
Richter some statistics which he hard compiled from his cases of 
nialaria, giving the incidence of that disease amongst the various 
native races employed on construction work in his district. The 
figures, though not very numerous, indicate that the indigenous race 
of Zululand has established a certain degree of immunity, as compared 
with the imported races, qua malaria as met with in Zululand-an 
interesting fact which, we believe, the Public Hea.lth Department 
intends to make use of in the future recruiting of labour for the 
industries of Zululand. 
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SECTION III. 

J>ESCRIPTIONS OF NEJZ: MOSQUITOS COLLECTED IN ZULU- 

I,ANI, AND OF THE LARVAE AND PUPAE, NOT HITHERTO 

DESClIlBED, OF CERTAIN OTHER MOSQUITOS. 

In the descriptions of the pupae given below, the terminology 
int)roduced by illacne (IBull. Ent. Hes., 1’01. X, pp. 161-169) for the 
chaetotaxy of the pupa of -4edes urgente,us has been employed 
throughout . 

Aedes (Aedimorphus) filicis Sp NOV. 

ADULT. 

FEMALE.---Head.-The vertex is covered with broad curved and 
upright forked black scales, posteriorly on each side of the middle of 
the head there is a patch of cream-coloured broad curved and upright 
forked scales. Laterally, the scales are black, but they are enclosed 
by a patch of cream-coloured scales, which is continued as a band of 
pale curved scales round the margins of the eyes. The scales on the 
!a,teral aspect of the head are flat scales; they are much broader than 
those on the vertex. (Fig. 6.) 

The tori show a few flat white scales on their inner sides, the 
colour of the tori is paler than that of tlhe distal segments of the 
antennae. The palpi and the proboscis are black. 

Thoraxl.-The integument is black, covered on the dorsum with 
narrow curved brown and a few golden scales, the latter being more 
numerous near the anterior margin. The bare space in front of the 
scutellum is surrounded with narrow curved whitish scales. There 
are, in addition to these pale areas, four white spots on the mesonotum, 
one pair of spots placed at about the middle of the dorsum on each 
side near the lateral margin, the second pair, nearly in line with the 
first, are situated close to the anterior margin. A patch of curved 
white scales occurs at the edge of the mesonoturn immediately in 
front of the base of the wing, and another similar patch is Placed at) 
the edge above the anterior spiracle. 

The pronotal lobes are clothed with silvery flat scales. The 
pleurae are dark anteriorly and somewhat lighter coloured posteriorly, 
they show patches of silvery fla,t scales arranged as follows : on the 
prosternum, on tlhe post-spiracular area, on the Sterno-pleurae two 
patches-one above and one below-and on the mesepimeron. There 
is no lower mesepimeral bristle. 

The scutellum is covered with silvery flat scales. 

Wings.-The wings are clothed with black scales; a small patch 
of white scales occurs at the base of the costa. 
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Legs.-The legs are black and the tarsi are unbanded. The 
femora are white scaled for a,bout three-fourths of their length on 
their inner surf aces. There are cream-coloured knee spots on all 
the legs, and similar though larger spotIs occur at the apices of all 
the tibiae. 

.4bdonzen.-The dorsum of the abdomen is black with, in some 
lights, a metallic blue reflection; most of the segments show basal 
lateral silvery spots, which become continuous ventrally as basal 
bands. 

Length of female 5 mm. 

3!.&LE.-The palpi and proboscis are about equal in length. Thcrc is 
an indistSinct white ring about the middle of the long segment of the 
]lillpi. 

Described from five females and a single male reared from larvae 
or pupae found in a small pool overshadowed by ferns in the forest, 
at Eshowe, Zululand, April, 1927. 

NOTE .-The curved SC&S on the vertex of the heacl and those 
forming the spots on tlhe mesonotum, are not flat, scales in the 
usual sense of the t#erm, xet tlhey are broader than so called 
“ narrow curved ” scales, and contrast Timidly with the scales 
of the pleurae, which are all flat scales. 

The mosquito runs down to punctothorncis in Edward’s table 
of African Ochlerotntus (Bull. Ent. Res. III, pp. l&17), but, the 
head is clad in the middle with narrower scales than is the case 
in pumAot7zomcis, ancl t’he scales of the white spots on the 
mesonotum are also narrower; it is also a larger mosquito. 
Moreover, the posterior pronotal lobes are clothed wit,h silver!, 
flat scales and there is a patch of silvery flat postspiracular scales 
present. 

Hend.-The head is not well chitinised, and the mouth brushes 
are weak, but the lnbrum is prominent The preclypeal spines are 
slender and long. 

The outer post-antenna1 tuft is composed of thirteen or more 
hairs which are plumose, the middle and inner post-antenna,1 tufts 
consist ogf seven or eight plumose hairs, 
multiple a.nd small. 

and the preantennal hair is 
(Fig. 1.) 

The mental plate is triangular in shape wit’h a blunt-pointed 
central tooth, having on each side of it eightSeen to twenty similar 
teeth; the lateral teetlh are largest at tlhe base of the plate. (Fig. 2.) 

The antennae are covered with spicules, the tuft is placed at or 
just before the middle of the shaft, and is formed of about six 
subplumose hairs. There are two subapical bristles, one stouter and 
longer than the other; at the apex there are two short bristles of 
unequal length and tlhc usual finger-like process. 
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The comb coasists of twenty to thirty scales irregularly arranged. 
The siphonal tuft is formed of five subplumose hairs,the subsiphonal 
of six plumose hairs and the anal tuft of six plumose hairs also. The 
single hair between the tufts is bifid apically. 

The siphon is conical in shape, and nearly three and a half times 
as long as it is broad at the basal ring. The pecten has seventeen 
sharply-pointed teeth, the basal fourteen being barbed at their bases, 
while the aNpica three are simple and detached from the rest. 
The last tooth is considera.bly removed from the others, being situated 
not far from the apex of the siphon. There is a single small tuft 
situa,ted between the, two terminal teeth of the pecten on each side; 
it is formed of a, slender triple hair. (Fig. 3.) 

The anal segment has a well developed chitinous saddle and 
a darkened proximal border. The hair at the dorso-apical angle above 
is multiple and brush-like, having nearly a dozen branches, below there 
is a single long stout, bristle. The beard is moderately developed. 

The pupa 
developed. 

as a whole 

PUPA. 

is well chitinised, but the setae are poorly 

Clep~~Ln~o-tho~crx.-The trumpets (Fig. 5) are cylindrical in shape 
and are well chitinised; the ratio of the meatus to the total length is as 
1 : 1.2. The inner and outer postero-thoracic setae a,re branched, the 
outer being longer than the inner; the median is a0 single simple hair 
and is the longest of the three. 

i4bdomefz.-The paddles have a, well-developed midrib and a weak 
external buttress; slightly external to t’he distal and broadened end of 
tile midrib is a single relatively long hair. 

Seta “ II ” is a, long hair bitid at its tip. 

Seta “ A ” (lateral) on segment viii is a tuft of four hairs with 
branched apices ; 
be blanched ; 

on segment vii it is a, double or triple hair which may 
on the remaining 

delicaate bifid hair (Fig. 4). 
segments it is a, longer and more 

Seta “ B” (sublateral) on segment vii is a slender bifid hair a 
lit#tle more than half the length of segment viii; proximally this hair 
increases in length as far as segment iv, where it is about as long as 
the succeeding segment. On segments iii and ii it seems to be repre- 
sented by a single simple hair, as long as segment iv on segment iii 
and about half the length of segment iii on segment ii. 

Seta “ C ” (submedian) is a slender braached hair an all the 
segments, reaching its greatest length on segments v and iv, where it 
is about half the length of the succeeding segment; on segment ii it is 
probably representled by a’ moire branched and prominent tuft like a 
small dendritic hair. 

and 
Seta, “ A1 ” appears only to be 
slender bifid hair. 

present on segment ii; it is a long 
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Seta ” B1 ” is present as a slender branched hair, which is most 
prominent on segment ii. 

Seta ” Cl ” is a small delicate hair on segments vii to v with fen 
branches ; on segments iv and iii it is longer and more branched ; oa 
segment ii it is apparentlv represented by aa single hair. 
has the usuad dendritic hair, which is lvell developed. 

Segment i 

Aedes (Banksinella) lineatopennis Lud. 

Hcrtd.-The head is rounded anteriorly and posteriolrly, being 
n-idest, abo,tlt the middle ; it is narrower than the thorax. The mouth 
brushes and the mandibular combs are well developed, and the 
imaginal eyes are large. 

Th e post)-antenna1 hairs arc all conspictlous, the orrter co~nsisting 
of seven or eight pectinate hairs, and the middle and inner of four to 
five similar hairs. The pre-antenna1 hair is very minute and has about 
five branches. (Fig. 7.) 

The antenna is dark apically and bears a t)rlft of six to eight simple 
hairs a little before the middle of its length ; atI its apex there are four 
bristles, of which one is longer and more curved than the others; the 
surface is spiculnte t<hroughout its length. The ment#al plate is 
triangular in shape, being strongly chitjnised only at its lateral and 
anterior borders; it has a central slender a.nd sharply-pointed tooth, on 
each side of which t,here are a.bolut t,wenty t,eeth that are delicate and 
pointed centrally, but become stouter and more blunt-pointed 
laterally. (Fig. 8.) 

TJzo~a;r .-The lat,eral thoracic plumes consist of subplltmase hairs 
arising from chitin ous bosses; there ade no anterior thora,cic hairs. 

Abdonzen.-The dwso-lateral abdominal hairs are quadruple or 
triple on the first segment, triple on the second segment, and single on 
the rema,ining segment’s. 

The comb 
irregular patch. 

is made up of eight or nine b arbed teeth set in an 

The siphonal plume consists of eight to nine short subplumose 
hairs, the subsiphonal of ten to twelve longer plumose hairs, and tIhe 
anal of six or seven simple hairs. 

The siphon is rather more tIhan twice as long as its width at the 
basal ring; itI has about sixteen t#eeth in it’s pecten, t#he two outermost8 
teeth being detached from the others. The majority of the teet#h have 
a basal barb. There is on t,he vent,ral aspect, just beyond the last toloth 
and lying soemewhat laterally, a, tuft of four or five simple ha.irs. 
(Fig. 9.) 

The aaal segment carries at its dolrso-apical angle a tuft of eight 
or nine hairs above and a single lojng stout ha.ir below. 
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The beard is fairly well developed. The anal papillae are ver: 
long and taper to tt sharp point, the dorsal and ventral pairs are sub- 
equal and about two and a half times as long as the a.nal segment 
itself. 

PUPA. 

The pupa is not well chitinised; the trumpets are short and 
stunted and the ratio of the meatus to the total length is as 1: 1.2, the 
aperture being somewhat obliquely placed to the main axis. (Fig. 12.) 

The abdomen is feebly chitinised and all the dorsal se&e are small 
and inconspicuous ; the longest dorsal seta on any segment does notI 
exceed half the length of the follo,m-ing segment,. Several hairs on the 
ventral aspect, however, are compasatively long. 

The paddles are loager than they are wide, the ratio1 being about 
1.5: 1. ,4t the distal end of the midrib there is a single relativelp 
long hair, there is no external buttress, tlhough the external border is 
denticulate for half its length from the base. 

Seta “ P ” at the base of the paddle is rather long and branched at 
its apex. 

Seta, “ A ” (la.teral) on the eighth segment is triple and simple ; 
on the seventh segment it is bifid and each branch seems to be furt,her 
subdivided; on segment vi seta “ A ” is small and double ; on the 
proximal segments itI is dosuble and longer than on segment vi. 

Seta “ B ” (sublateral) is quadruple or triple on segments vii to iv, 
and is longest on segments v and iv. 

Ma “ C ” (submedian) is a triple or qlladruple hair on segments 
vii to iii ; on segment ii it may be representled by a small dendritic tuft, 
nhich is nearer the middle lme on this segment, occupying the same 
positioa as the larger dendritic tuft on segment i. 

Seta “ A’ ” is present’ apparently on segment vii, where it is long 
and double. 

Seta “ B1 ” is loag and bifid on segment vii, triple on segments vi 
and v, and on segment iv it may be simple, while on segments iii and 
ii it is a small multiple hair. 

Set!a “ Cl ” is small and multiple on segment vii, double or some- 
tilnes multiple and long on segments vi aad v, and on segments iv and 
iii again multiple and small ; on segment iii there is also a8 long single 
hair almost in line with and in front of seta “ C,” while on segment 
vii there is a small hair occupying t’he same positioa as regards seta 
“ C “; these may represent1 seta “ Cl.” (Fig. 11.) 

Larva found in pools near Sencow lake, Durban, Februarr, 1927. 
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Eretmopodites silvestris Sp. NOV. 
ADULT. 

FE~IIIII,E.--HP~~(~!.-T~~~ head is cowered with black and golden 
coloured flat, scales, t)he latter being most numerous on the middle of 
the vertex and posteriorly. Along the margins of the eyes a,nd 
anteriorly there are a few lon g black bristles projecting forwards, and 
long golden bristles project from behind the torus on each side over 
the cylpeus. 

The pa,lpi are about aI t,hird of the length of the proboscis; they arc 
black-scaled and bear a few black bristsles. 

The proboecis is black with pale-coloured la,bellae ; it is lat#erallv\ 
compressed, so that it looks st#out m-hen viewed from the side, and is 
curved downwards. ItI is shorter and thicker than the proboscis of 
E chrysogusfer. 

The antennae are pilose and black, though the toIri and basal 
segments appear to have paler reflections. The cl>peus is bare. 

Thorclx.-The thorax is clothed with black and golden curved 
scales, which form a pattern. (Fig. 18.) There is a, median narro,\\ 
longitudinal golden stripe, which, running the whoIle length elf the 
mesoaotum, becomes brofader in front of the scutellum; on each side of 
the median stripe there is a very narrow black stripe running parallel 
with itI and with another and broader black stripe, lying furtIller from 
the nliddle line. The two black stripes join to form on each side i\ 
broad black band atI the lnargin of the expanded posterior extrenlitv of 
the central golden stripe, At the side of the mesonotum there is a 
third loagitudinaSl black stripe, which ends posteriorly before the origin 
of the wing, huti curves round at, its anterior end 1o join the middle 
black stripp. Long black bristles occur in the middle black stripe, 
especiallv at its posterior expanded extremit?-. Between the black 
stripes the mesoaotum is sparsely clot#hed n-lth narrow curved black 
scales. Antleriolrly the mesonotlum is clad with golden curred scales 
in front elf the origin of the longitudinal stripes, and there is a golden 
stripe running parallel with but external to t*he outermcst black stripe; 
nllmerous black bristles are scattered amongst’ the golden scales in 
tlhese pale areas. 

The scutellum has a large patch of flat black and white scales in 
the middle, tlhe silvery white scales being centrally placed with the 
black scales on each side of t’hem ; the white scales form a triangle 
witlh it’s base an tcriorl)-. The black scaJes qpear as though they 
were a contIinuation of the black stIripes on the mesonotum and tIhfl 
silvery scales a contlinuation of the. central golden stripe. The lateral 
lobes of the scutellum carq ’ golden and black curved scales, and there 
are numerous black bristles on these lobes and on the central lobe. 

one or two golden scales and black bristles The metanotum shows 
near its distal border. 

The prothoracic lobes hare 
hove l_)~~t~ they are bare belon 

apparently a few flat silvery scales 
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The pleurae are black with a few black scales and bristles; the 
upper mesepimeral scales, however, are golden. 

The wings are dark scaled. 

The legs are mostly black, but the coxae are golden scaled with 
long yellow bristles ; the femora are also yellow on their inner 
surfaces, the hind fernora having in addition a patch of silvery scales 
at their apices posteriorly 
expanded apically. 

The tibiae, especially the hind tibiae, are 

.4bdor,Len.-The dorsunl is clothed \vith flat black scales and the 
venter with golden scales; segments ii to vi show apical silvery spots __ 
laterally 

Length 5 mrn, 

Described from a. single mutilated female reared from a larva, 
found in a species of Dracaena in the forest at Eshowe, April, 1027. 

Hccld.--The head is \\-cl1 chitinised; it is 
t’imes as wide as it is long. The antennae are 
with a single hair situated at about) three-fifths 

about one-and-a-half 
short and cylindrical 
of the length of the 

shaft, the hair being three-fourths of the length of the antenna itself. 

On the clypeus or anterior part of the head t#here are three set>ae 
on each side, arranged almost in line and not in a triangle as in 
E chrysognster. T6e anterior seta is long and single, the middle 
short and single and the posterior longer than the middle one and 
double. There appears to be only one post’-antenna1 hair on each 
side ; it is long and single. 

The preclypenl spines are long and straight, 
Cl1l’~ySOpStCI’, which are distinctly curved 

longer than those of 

The mental plate is triangular in shape with a caentral blunt tooth 
on each side of which are about ten more shwply-pointed t,eeth that 
are largest at the base of the plat,e The maxillae are heavily 
chitinised. (Fig. 15.) 

‘I’howr.--The thoracic setae are very similar to those of c!L~?~so- 
gaster, bein g stout and subplumose ; they are placed on chitinous 
tubercles. The ventral portion, however, of the lateral set]ae on the 
middle portion of the thorax has four and the vent#ral portion on the 
posterior part of tlhe thorax has three branches; in chrysognster the 
set’ae similarly situahed have three and two branches respectively. 

14bdorlze~2.-Tl~e dorso-lateral setae are double stout and sub- 
plumose on the first three segments and are single or double on the 
more distal segments. They arise from tubercles which are not 
strongly chitinised. The dorso-lateral set’ae are single on all the 
segments in chrysogrrster and the tubercles from which they take 
origin are, on the anterior segments at least, much more strongly 
chitinised. The comb consists of fourteea teeth, each of which is 
pointed apically and fringed basally 
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The siphon is about as broad as it is long and is heavil?. 
chitinised. The pecten has four long tapering teeth which are barbed 
basally. The tuft is placed just beyond the most dist#al tooth of the 
pecten at about the middle of the siphon; it is formed of three stout 
hairs or bristles which are subplumose. (Fig. 14.) 

The saddle of the anal segment is but slightly chitinised. On its 
lateral aspect there is a fairly long and delicate hair, which divides 
into two branches. The setae at the dorso-apical angle are two above 
and two below ; they are subplumose and longer than the anal 
Ijapillae. The beard does not exist, but there are, as in chrysogaster, 
two stout single and two smaller double subplumose setae-the former 
being twice the length of the latter-arisin, 0 from a common chitinous 
plate at the ventro-apical angle. 

The anal papillae arc stout 
apices. 'flit papillae are unequal 
khan the ventral. 

and 
, the 

with som owhat pain ted 
pair being slightly longer 

Ijescribcd from :I single larval pelt’. 

PUPA 

The pupa, is la!ge and heavily chitinised. The strongly chitinised 
trumpets resemble m shape those of chrysogaster, but are so’mewhat 
shorter, measuring about 0.68 mm. The ratio of the closed part to 
the total length is as 1 : l-4 (Fig. 17.) The dorsal setae on the 
c*cphalo-t)horax are, as in chqsognsteT, single strong hairs, which ma! 
be bifid apically. The supra-alar setae are delicate, rather long, 
single hairs. The postero-thoracic setae are all long, single, sub- 
plumo,se hairs, the median being the stoutest and the external the 
most delicate of the three; in chrysogaster the external postero- 
thoracic seat is a tuft of fire delicate hairs. 

The paddles are faintly chitinised and are covered with micro- 
trichiae ; they are rather small and are as broad as they are long. 
There is a fringe of relatively long hairs on the inner and outer 
borders. At t’he distal end and to the outer side of the termination of 
the midrib, which is well developed, there is a long single subplumose 
seta, longer than the paddle itself, and sometimes with branched tip. 
(Fig. 16.) 

Seta “ P ” at the base of the paddle is a minute bifid hair. 

Setla “ A ” (lateral) is a tuft of about ten subplumose hairs on 
segment viii ; on segment vii it is a tuft of six or seven shorter but 
similar hairs, of which some ma,y show branching apically and others 
thin subsidiary hairs basalI)-. Seta “ A ” on the segments proximal 
to segment yii is :I snlall dclic>ntIe, single or bifid, hair. 

Setn “B” (suLlatcW11) 1 ‘R 3 strong single pubt’sc~ent or scantil) 
plumose hair on segments Ci to ii. It may be bifiid apic;illF iUlt1 is 
shorter than t,he suceeding segment, except on seglllents iii and ii ; on 
segment iii it is as long as sc~F;‘nicnt iv-, 3ncl 011 srgnlclit ii clistinc+l> 
longer than segment1 iii 
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Seta “ C ” (submedian) is a single short hair on segments vii 
to iv; on segments iii and ii it is a single stout pubescent hair, which 
may be divided apically. It is longer than the succeeding segment 
on segment iii and shorter than tlhe succeeding segment on segment, ii. 
Segment i carries no dendritic hairs. The tuft is apparently repre- 
sented by a single long stout hair which is subplumose. 

On each segment dorsally, from the second to the seventh, there 
is present a pair of scales or thickenings of the chitin, situated near 
the mesial line and slightly distal to the middle of the segment. 
These scales are also present on the pupa of chrysogaster but are not 
visible on the pupal pelts of any of the other culicine pupae we possess. 

Described from two pupal pelts. 

Culex aurantapex Edws. 

PUPA. 

The pup; is large and resembles t’hat of C amnulioris Theo. ; its 
trumpets are carried in life with t#heir wide apertures directed forwards, 
and it possesses infuscated paddles. 

The trumpets are dark tlhroughout their lengt’h, but, at their 
bases and apices, there are somewhat darker bands, which, however, 
do not stand out so conspicuously as those of C anndoris; the 
length of the trumpets is greater, and the width, especially basally, 
less than is the case in nrmulioris. The length is about 1.25 mm., 
and the ratio of the meatus tcl the total lengt,h is as 1 : 1.1. (Figs. 21 
and 22.) 

The paddles are broader and more rounded apically than those 
of unnulio~is, the infuscation is spread more over the outer blade of 
the paddle and scarcely extends beyond half the distance from the 
apex to the base; in annulioris tlhe infuscation reaches tlhe base of t’he 
blade. The usual pair of minute hairs is found at the distal end of 
t,he midrib, which is well formed, and t%here is an external buttress 
extending for two-thirds of the length from the base, the buttress 
shows minute denticles. 

The ratio of length to width of the pa,ddles is about 1.2 : 1. 
Seta “ P ” at t,he base of the paddle is slender and divided int’o two 
or three branches at its tip. 

Seta “ A ” (lateral) on the eighth segment consists of a tuft of 
four to five short stout hairs which are subplumose apically; on t’he 
seventh segment seta “ A ” is a tuft of three hairs, simila,r to those 
on the eighth segment, t’he middle hair being apparent’ly shorter than 
t’he other two. On tlhe segments proximal to segment seven, seta 
“ A ” is a single simple hair, gradually diminishing in size on the 
more basal segments. 

set1a “ I? ” (sublateral) on segment seven, is single and simple, 
being about three-fourths of the l&q&h of the eighth segment, On 



segment six seta “ B ” is double and almost as long as the seventh 
segment, it has disappeared from segment five, but on segment four 
it is a tuft of three long hairs. 

Seta’ “ C ” (submedian) is unfortunately absent from the distal 
segments, but on the few proximal segments where it is still present, 
it appears to be composed of fewer hairs than the similar seta of 
annulioris. 

The seta in general of this pupae, seems to be rather short’er 
and to be less branched than those of annulioris. (Figs. 19 and 20.) 

Described from a single pupal pelt much denuded. The pupa 
was obtained from a swamp on the left bank of the Umhlatuzi river 
near Felixton, Zululand, in April, 1927. 

Culex draconis Sp NOV. 

ADULT. 

EIE;M.iLE.---Head.-The head is covered centrally with narrow 
curved and upright forked golden scales, laterally the narrow curved 
golden scales are more scattered, and the upright forked scales are 
black. There is a row of narrow curved white or pale yellow scales 
round the margins of the eyes, and a few golden bristles project 
forwards between the eyes. 

Thof*ax.-The mesonotum 
curved golden scales and a few 
black and golden bristles. 

is clotlhed centrally with numerous 
black ones, and marginally with long 

The scales on the mesonotum are arranged in a somewhat intri- 
c;\te pattern, recalling the “ lyre-shaped ” patt,ern of Redes argenteus 
(Fig. 29, which does not show the strings of the “lyre ” very 
distinctly). 

The scutellum is clad with narrow curved 
many black bristles at its posterior m argin. 

golden scales, and shows 

The dark pleurae bear several patches of white scales; a small 
patch on the prosternum, two patches on the sternopleura (a larger 
one above and a smaller one below), a small patch close to the upper 
mesepimeral bristles, and a larger patch between these and the lower 
mesepimeral bristle. 

Legs .-The coxae are dark with a greenish tinge in some lights, 
tlhe femora are pale-scaled on their inner aspects, the pale scales 
extending for about two-t,hirds of tIhe length of the hind femora and 
almost to the tips of the fore and mid femora. There are pale spots 
at the apices of all the femora and tibiae, the spot at the apex of the 
hind tibia being the largest and most conspicuous; the tarsi of all 
the legs are dark. 

The wings are covered with black scales. 

Abdomen .-There are usually distinct basal white bands on all 
the segments. in some specimens, probably as a result, of shrinkage, 
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these bands may be indistinct, restricted to the terminal segment’s or 
absent entirely. Ventrally there are large pale lateral spots basally, 
which may converge and almost cover the segment, leaving a black 
band apically. 

MALE.-The palpi show a narrow pale band before the middle of 
tlhe long segment, and t&he tlwo terminal segment,s are white scaled 
beneath. The palpi exceed the length of the proboscis by a little 
more than the last segment. 

The genitalia (Fig. 28) closely resemble those of C wansomereni 
Edws. (Bull. Ent. Res., XVII, p. 130, fig. d) and less closely those 
of C andersoni Edws. (Bull. Eat. Res., V, p. 66, fig. 2). The larvae 
;issociated with the adult described above are, however, quite distinct 
from the larvae of anc7ersoni described by Edwards; and the thoracic 
markings a,ppear t’o differ in the adult from those of vansomereni; 
we are accordingly inclined to regard this as a new species, especially 
as all the male genitalia which we have examined show the first 
division of the harpagones with numerous teeth as in andersoni, and 
propose to name it Culex: arnconis. 

Length 5 mm. 

Several males and females reared from larvae collected at the 
edges of a stream running amongst rocks near the Botanical Gardens, 
Pietermaritzburg, May, 1927. 

LARVA. 

He&.-The head is narrower than the thorax and is well 
chitinised, the outer post-antenna1 hairs are six, the middle are three 
and the inner four in number, all these hairs are plumose. The 
preantennal hairs are of moderate length, and are single wibh bifid 
tips. 

The antenna, which is covered with long spicules all over, is 
da,rk at its apical third, and bears two long suba,pical bristles in 
addition to a long and a short bristle actually at the apex. The tuft 
is colmposed of twenty to thirty plumose hairs, and is situat’ed atI 
about two-thirds of the length of the antenna from it,s base. (Fig. 23.) 
The preclypeal spines are short. The mental plate is triangular witlh 
six or seven stout teeth on each side of a central tooth of large size. 
(Fig. 24.) 

Thorax.-The lateral thoracic plumes are long and composed of 
subplumose hairs; the anterior thoracic hairs, pectinate or subplumose, 
are long extending nearly as far forwards as the tips of the antennae. 

Abdome?z.-The dorso-lat#eral hairs are subplumose and triple on 
the first and second segments, pcctinate and single on the remainder. 
The comb consists of more than sixty scales arranged in a triangular 
patch. The siphonal plume has six subplumose hairs, the subsiphonal 
has eight plumose hairs, and the anal plume three simple hairs; 
l)et1vt’t?ll PilCh ~)lllI~l~’ is il siriglr siIklple lltii]*. 
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The siphoa is about six times as long as its width at t’he basal 
ring, the pecten is formed by twelve to sixteen simple or slightly 
barbed teeth, of which the two most distally situated may be detached 
from the others. Near the apex of the siphon there are a number of 
st’rong spines arranged more or less in two groups, a ventral group, 
of one to three, and a dorso-lateral group of five to seven spines, all 
the spines are pointed towards the apex of the siphon, and are rather 
closely appressed to it. Between the pecten and the apical spines 
there are several single or double hairs set irregularly on the ventral 
and lateral aspects of the siphon. (Fig. 25.) 

The anal segment carries at the dorso-apical angle two long hairs 
above, and a single stout hair below on each side; on the lateral aspect 
there is a slender bifid hair. The beard is well formed, and the anal 
palpillae are equal, 
segment in length. 

apically poinfed and nearly equal to the anal 

PUPA. 

The pupa is large and well chitinised, the trumpets are of 
moderate length with a fairly large aperture, they have a dark band 
basally, and their apices are also slightly darkened. The ratio of the 
meatus to the tota’ length is as 1: l-4. (Fig. 27.) 

Cephalo-tho~acic 7x&s.-The dorsal seta is a triple or quadruple 
hair, the antero-thoracic setae are apparently triple hairs anteriorly 
and double hairs posteriorly, but is is difficult to be certain as regards 
these hairs on the pupal pelt. The post-ocular hairs are double. The 
internal postero-thoracic setae are tufts of six hairs, the middle are 
doluble hairs and the external are triple hairs well separated from the 
other pair. 

The paddles have an external buttress and a well formed midrib, 
at the apex of which are the usual two minute hairs. The paddles 
are longer than they are wide. (Fig. 26.) 

Seta “ I?,” at the base of the paddle, is a small simple or double 
hair. Seta “ A ” (lateral), on the eighth segment, has six to eight 
hairs with branched ends; on segment seven it has five hairs, which 
are more slender and less branched than those on the eighth segment; 
on segment six and on the segments proximal t,hereto, it is a tuft of 
slender hairs, which gradually decrease in size and in numbers 
towards the cephalo-thorax. 

Seta “ B ” (sublateral) on segment seven is usually single, but 
may be double, it extends almost to the apex of segment eight; on 
segment six and on segment five it is a stout double hair, which 
extends well beyond the apex of the succeeding segment; on segment 
four it is double or triple, but it is neither so long nor so stout as it 
is on segments six and five; on segment three it is a small single 
or double hair. 

Setn “ C ” (submedian) on segment seven is a triple hair, on the 
segments proximal to tlhis seta “ C ” increases in the size and number 



of its branches as far 
again reduced in size. 

;is segment four, but on segment three it is 

Described from several larvae and pupae and from larval and 
pupal pelts. 

The larva of this mosquito resembles that, of Culcx coronntoj 
I$nr and Gab rather closely, t,hough the adults are quite distinct. 

Uranotaenia mashonaensis Theo. 

Head.-The head is very heavily chitinised, narroFver than the 
thorax and only slightly wider than it is long. 

The antennae are dark and spiculate; the tuft is represented by a, 
single and rather stout pectina.te habr, situa.ted at about three-fourths 
ad the length of the antenna from its base. There are two spines sub- 
apically, one long and stout, the ofther short and thin; apically the 
antenna bears two spines and the usual finger-like process, the longcl 
suba.pical spine is the lolngest appenda,ge of the antenna. (Fig. 31.) 

The outer post-antenna1 hair is a tuft of eight delicate subplumose 
hairs ; the middle and inner post-antenna1 hairs are stout, single 
pectinate bristles. The pre-antenna1 hair is small with four or five 
delicate branches. 

are 
The pre-clypeal spines 

not well developed. 
are shost, and stout. The mc)uth-brushes 

The mental plate is triangular in shape with eleven or twelve 
narrow teeth on each side of a slender central tooth; the teeth are 
largest at the base of tIhe plate. (Fig. 32.) 

on 
Thorax.--The lateral thoracic 

prominent chitinous tubercles. 
hairs are plumose and are mounted 

Abdollzen.---The dorsoi-lateral hairs oa the first and second 
segments consist of a long and stout bristle with a single shorter branch, 
the ventro-lateral hair on these segments is about the same size as the 
dorso-lateral, but has no branch. On the remaining segments the 
lateral ha,irs are multiple and inconspicuous. 

The comb is formed by from ten to fo’urteen moderately large but 
weakly chitinised scales attached to the edge of a, large and rather 
slender chitinised plate, which is best seen in the larval pelt. The 
siphonal plume consists of three simple hairs, which may be pectinate 
basally; the subsiphonal plume is formed of five to seven plumose 
hairs, and the anal of five tlo eight simple hairs similar to those of the 
siphonal plume. Between the plumes there is a single hair with a 
branched tip. 

The siphon is feebly chitinised and is about fire times as long as it, 
is wide at the basal rmg ; it is cylindrical in shape, tapering very 
slightly distally. There is a pair of hair-tufts of five or six hairs about 
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the middle of the siphon at the distal end of the pecten, which is 
formed of twenty to thirty poorly chitinised scales. 

The anal segment is longer than it is wide and carries at the 
dorsal-apical angle on each side a long stout bristle above and a similar 
one belo(w ; on the la.teral aspect posteriorly there is a prominent double 
pectinate bristle. 

The anal papillae are subequal, pointed and about a.s lolng as the 
anal segment. The beard is not well developed. (Fig. 30.) 

PUPA. 

Cepha2o-thorax.-The trumpets (Fig. 34) are short and wide with 
a relatively large a,perture, ; t)he ratio of the closed part to the total 
length is as 1: l-2. The dorsal seta is a long multiple hair; the external 
polstero-thoracic seta is short aad branched, the middle is longer and 
branched only at the tip; the internal resembles the external. 

Abdonlelz.-The paddles are long, narrow and pointed, with their 
outer and inner distal margins fringed; the fringe spicules are more 
strongly chitinised at the apex of the blade. The midrib and the 
external buttress are fairly developed, and there is a pair of small hairs 
near the distal end of bhe midrib. Seta, “ P ” is a rather long single 
hair, which is apically branched. The seta on the terminal process of 
the eighth segment, olverlying the base of the paddle, is small and 
delicate. (Fig. 33.) 

Seta “ A ” (lateral) on segment viii is weak; it is formed oS four 
or five simple or slightly pectinate hairs. On segment vii it is a single 
or double simple hair; on t,he remaining segments it is a very small 
hair. 

Seta “ B ” (sublat eral) is a branched hair, ha,ving from twoI to five 
branches on segments vii to iv, and is about as long as the succeeding 
segment. On segments iii and ii it may be represented by a. stellate 
hair, which lies nearer tIhe middle line. 

Seta “ C ” (submedian) on segments vii to1 iv is a branched hair 
about as long as the succeeding segment; on segment iii it is a shorter 
multiple hair, and on segment ii it is probably represented by aI small 
dendritic hair. 

Seta “ A1 ” appears to be present on segments vi and ii, where it 
is a double or triple hair, longest on segment ii. 

Seta “ B1 ” occurs on segments vii to iii as a small hair with a 
branched tip; on segment ii it is single and longer. 

Seta “ Cl ” on segments vii toI ii appears as a) small hair branched 
at its tip. 

The dendritic hair on the first segment is strongly developed. 

Described frolm several la.rvae and pupae and from larval 
pupal pelts. The larvae and pupae were found in a small shaded 
in the forest at Eshowe, Zululand, April, 1927. 

and 
pool 



Culex richteri Sp NOV. 

ADULT. 

FEMALE.-He&.-The head is clothed with narrow, curved 
cream-coloured and light golden scales on the vertex, and also with 
upright forked scales, which are pale anteriorly, but on the later:bl 
aspect and posteriorly are black; there are a few cream-coloured 
bristles projecting forward between the eyes. 

The palpi are dark brown. The proboscis is dark brown above with 
an ill-defined pade area beneath, embra,cing its middle portion; it also 
bears a few pade hairs. 

Ti:oraz.-The integument is black and is covered with cream- 
coloured apd light golden narrow curved scales, the cream-coloured 
scales being most numerous at the sides and posteriorly a.round the 
bare space in front of the scutellum. There are long dark bristles at 
the margins of the mesonotum. 

The prothoracic lobes bear a few pale narrow curved scales. The 
pleurae are dark brown with pat&es of flat white scales. 

The scutellum is clothed with narrow curved cream-colw~retl 
scales. 

The wings are black scaled. 

The legs are mainly black with lighter coloured coxae; the femorn 
are pale scaled on their inner aspect, aad pale spot,s are present at’ 
their apices; pale spolts are also present at the apices of all the tibiae, 
those on the hind tibiae being most conspicuous. 

Abdomen.-All the segments show basal white or pale cream- 
codoured bands, the bands on the proximal segments being prolongecl 
centrally to form triangular patches, whilst the bands on the distal 
segments are narrow. 

M&E.-The palpi have a narrow pale band before the middle of the 
long segment, and the two terminal segments are white scaled on their 
under surfaces, the white scales being almost confined to the penulti- 
matte segment. The palpi are longer than the proboscis by the length 
of the ultimate and half the length of the penultimate segment. 

The proboscis shows a narrow pale band at or just beyond its 
middle. 

The genitalia resemble those of CuZex simpsoni Theo, as shown 
in Edwards’ paper (BUZZ. Erzt. Res., Vol. V, Fig. 3, p. SS), the chief 
difference being in the shape of the first division of the harpagones, 
which are curved and claw-like as in G decens and not straight as in 
simpsoni; the unci are also less sharply pointed. (Fig. 40.) 

Length of female, 4 mm. 

This mosquito closely resembles C simpsoni, but the scales of 
the mesonotum are of a bright golden hue in place of being brown 
or bronze-coloured and the spots at the apices of the fcmora and 
t i Line are more conspicuous. 
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Described from two males and two females reared from larvae 
taken in rock pools in the bed of the Begamuzi river, Zululand, March 
22nd, 1927. 

I,ARVA, 

He&.-The head is nearly as wide as the thoras and the 
iniaginal eyes arc large. (Fig. 35.) 

The mid and inner post-antenna1 hairs are lcag, each consisting 
of double subplumose hairs; the outer post-antenna1 is formed of a 
tuft of about ten subplumose hairs and the pre-antenna1 hair is single 
and inconspicuous. 

The apical two-fifths of t,he antenna is dark and carries fewer 
spicules than the basal and lighter coloured portion; there is a well 
developed tuft of subplumose hairs at two-thirds of the length of the 
shaft from its base. Three of tIhe terminal setae of the antenna are 
very long, more than one-third of the length of the antenna itself. 

The mental plate is triangular in shape with a central large tooth 
and four or five smaller teeth on each side; the teeth are blunt’ and 
rather large. (Fig. 36.) . 

TILorax.-The anterior thorncic hairs are subplumose and very 
ltrng ; the dorso-lateral hairs are also subplumose. 

i4bdonLclz.-The lateral abdominal hairs are double or triple on 
the first segment, double on the second, and delicate triple hairs on 
the remaining segments. 

The comb consists of a patch of 14 to 25 teeth arranged in an 
irregular triangle. 

The siphonal plume is formed of five to seven subplumose hairs, 
the subsiphona.1 of ten to eleven subplumose hairs and the anal of 
four to five simple hairs; between these plumes are single simple hairs. 

The siphon is rather more than seven times as long as its widtlh 
ilt the basal ring. It carries a pecten of about a dozen teeth and four 
pairs of tufts of three or four simple hairs, beyond which is a single 
hair on each side. Between the first and second tufts, counting front 
the base, a single tuft may be found, 

The anal segment is half as long again as it is broad; the hairs 
at the dorsal apical angle are three above and one below. The beard 
is not well developed. (Fig. 37.) 

PUPA. (Figs 38 snd 39.) 

The pupa is feebly chitinjsed and t$he paddles are without a fringe 
:mtl carry the us~ral tn-0 minute hairs at their apices. 

seta “ A ” (lateral) on the eighth segment consists of a tuft, of 
seven or eight srtbplumose hairs which are apically brached; on the 
se\*enth segment it is a tuft of smaller and less branched hairs- 
about five in number-on segments vi to ii seta “ A ” is a tuft of three 
to five simple slender hairs, which decrease in size on the proximal 
segments, 
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Seta “ B ” (sublateral) is small on the seventh segment, but on 
segments vi and v it is a long double hair, which reaches to the apex 
of the second succeeding segment; on segment iv seta “ B ” is a 
small quadruple hair. 

Seta “ C ” ( su b median) is quadruple on the seventh segment and 
multiple on the segments proximal to this as far as segment iii. Seta 
“ y ” at tlhe base of the paddles is a slender hair, which may be 
single, double or triple. 

With the exceptions of the double hairs on vi and v and the 
tlendritic hairs on segment i, the setae on the whole are rather poorly 
developed. 

Roth the larva and pupa of this mosquito closely resemble the 
la.rvil and pupa of C gz~ial+i Blanch, as figured by Macfie and Ingram 
(BulU. Ed. Res., VII, p. 87 (pupa) and p. 151 (larva)). The pupae 
appear to be identical, but the larvae may be separated by the points 
indicated in the table below :- 

Culex guinrti. Cztlcx richteri. 
Lateral teeth of mental 

plate . . . . . . , . . 6-7 4-5 
comb t’eeth . . . ,.. 7-8 14-25 
Pecten . . . . . . . . 8-9 barbed teeth lo-13 almost 

simple teeth 
Siphonal index . . . ,.. 9x1 7x1 
Siphonal tufts . . . . . . Less numerous More numerous 

TArrae collected in rock nools in the bed of t*he Begamuzi river, 
I 

March 22nd, 1927. 

We propose to name this 
Richter, of Matubatuba, who so 
for mosquitos during our tour in 

mosquito Culez richteri after Dr. 
materially assisted us in our quest 
Northern Zululand. 

Culex (Micraedes) 
T . 

inconspicuosus Theo. 

IAARVA. 

He&.-The head is wider than it is long, as wide as the thorax, 
and well chitinised. The mouth brushes are well formed and the 
eyes are large. The preclypeal spines are black, stout and long. 
(Fig. 41.) The) pre-antenna1 hair is minute, being a single simple hair, 
the outer post-antenna1 hair is a tuft of seven or eight plumose hairs, 
the middle and inner post-antenna1 hairs are small, especially the 
latter, the middle hair is short and double and the inner is a slender 
bifid hair. 

The antenna is covered wi:ith spicules, which are most prominent 
on the basal sixth and apical third, where it is infuscated; the tuft 
consisting of numerous plumose hairs is situated at two-thirds of the 
shaft from its base. There are two strong subapical bristles, almost 
three-folnths of the length of the antenna. which take origin in a 
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notch distinctly. further from tlhe apex than is usual in culicine larvae; 
two shorter bristles and t’he usual digit-like process occur at the 
actual apex. 

The msxil1a.e bear a stout, dark and sharply-pointed 
their apices, ventral and external to the combs. 

spine near 

The mental plate is triangular in sha.pe and 
from apex to base. It has a large pointed central 
of which t’here are fo,ur smaller teeth. (Fig. 42.) 

somewhat flattened 
tooth on each side 

T7~o~x:.-All the thoracic plumes are mounted on chitinous 
tubercles of which t’wo on the dorsal anterior margin are especially 
large. The two tube&es are placed one on each side of the middle 
line. The anterior dorsal thoracic setae are pubescent and very long, 
reaching well beyond the apices of the antennne. The lateral thoracio 
setae are also long and pubescent; behind the post-thoracic lateral 
setae on the ventral surface t#here is a. fan-shaped tuft of about ten 
simple hairs. 

Abdomen.-The dorso-lateral setae on the first and second 
segments are long double hairs, which are pubescent ; on tlhe distal 
segments they are slender t’riple or multiple simple hairs. There is 
a prominent ventro-la,teral seta on the first segment alone ; this is a 
pubescent hair about as long as the dorso-lateral setae on that 
segment. 

The comb 
patch. 

consists of thirty to forty teeth arranged in an irregular 

The siphonal plume is formed of six and the subsiphonal plume 
of eight plumose hairs; the anal plume is a double or triple sub- 
plumose hair. 

The siphon is rather more than six times as long as it is wide 
at the basal ring. ItIs pecten has twelve to fourteen teeth with slender 
basal barbs. There are six pairs of ventrad tufts of about five sub- 
plumose hairs apiece distal to’ the pecten and extending almost to 
the apex of the siphon. The small spines at the apes of the siphon 
dorsally and the spines and hairs on the valves are rather conspicuous 
in this larva; the axial rod of the valves is na,rrow and more prolonged 
basally as well as being more sharply-pointed than usual. (Fig. 43.) 

The anal segment is well chitinised and is longer than it is wide. 
The setae at the dsrso-apical angle are long; they ale one above and 
one below on each side. The upper seta has a short and weak branch. 
There is also a delicate t’riple hair on the lateral aspect. The beard 
is fairly strong but is confined to the distal edge of the segment and 
does not extend along the ventral margin. The anal papillae are 
subequal, narrow and apically pointed, being rather shorter than the 
anal segment. 

The larvae were usually found in clear water in swampy ground 
or in pools in the bed of streams, often associated with the larvae of 
A f unestus, during PIlarch and April in Zululand. 



Harpagomyia trichorostris Theo. 

He&.-The head is wedge-shaped, being widest at the posterior 
border. It is rounded anteriorly and the clypeal region is prominent. 
The mouth brushes are short and their inner portion is convex 
inwardly, as in anopheline larvae. There are three clypeal hairs on 
each side. The anterior pair has four branches, the middle pair has 
two branches and the posterior pair is unbranched. l’ne preclypeal 
spines are large. (Fig. 44.) 

The antennae taper slightly distally and have a small double or 
triple hair at four-fifths of the length from the base. In line wit,h and 
internal to the antenna, t’here is a double or triple hair almost as long 
as the antenna. There appear to be no frontal hairs on the dorsum, 
unless they be represented by two small bifid hairs situated in line 
with the ventro-lateral hair-tuft on each side. The ventral surface 
carries a pair of small palmate tufts of about six short bristles, one 
on each side near the posterior border of the head. 

The mental plate is wide from side to side and narrow from before 
backwards. Crescentic in sha,pe, it has a large central pointed tooth 
\vith abolltS a dozen smaller and blumer teet,h on each side. (Fig. 45.) 

On the ventro,-lateral aspect of the head there is, posterior 
antenna, a rather conspicuous tuft of five or six simple hairs. 

to the 

Thorax. -The dorso-lateral hairs are prominent. The anterior 
pair, arising from chitinous bosses, form on each side fan-like tufts of 
many hairs. The middle and posterior pair rise from smaller tubercles 
:md are not so fan-like as the anterior pair. The ventro-lateral hairs 
also rise from chitinous tubercles, which bear slender curved spines. 
The anterior dorsal hairs are small, but there is a well developed tuft 
of simple hairs immediately internal t,o the anteriolr dorsal-lateral 
plllmes; behind and internal to the posterior dorso-lateral plumes there 
is a small tuft of two or three bristles, similar to the one near the 
posterior border of the head. 

Abdolnelz.-The dorso-lateral setaei on the first segment are 
multiple and take origin in two divisions from small tubercles. 011 

the second segment they are double and on the remaining segments 
they appear to be double or single long hairs, but the two lasvae 011 
whioh this description is based are denuded and it is dificult to be 
sure of the position of hairs on the posterior segments of larval pelts. 
The first two abdominal segments carry a tuft of four or five delicate 
hairs on t,heir ventro-lateral aspect on each side. On the ventral 
aspect and internal to the dorso-lateral hairs of the first segment, 
there is a small tuft of stout hairs. All the segments posterior to 
the second carry at their posterior borders rather widely separated 
tufts of three or four slender hairs. The comb consists of about 
thirty teeth in an irregular patch. The siphoaal tuft is formed of 
simple hairs and the subsiphonal and anal tufts seem to be represented 
by single stout simple hairs. The siphon is weakly chitinised and 
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is rather more than three times as long as it,s width at the basal 
ring ; on its dorsal aspect it bears two rows of four or five tufts 
composed of simple hairs; on its ventral aspect there is a row of 
single or bifid hairs, extending from about the middle of t’he siphon 
tlo its apex; below and slightly lateral to the vent,ral row there is on 
each side a tuft of four or five branched hairs These tin-o t,uft.s arc 
the most prominent on the siphon. (Fig. 36.) 

The pecten is formed of four to seven teeth. The number appears 
to be variable, and is se’parated into tin-o groups of teeth by t’he tin-o 
last described hair tuft>s. 

The anal segment is short, and has a small chitlinous saddle 
which bears a number of spines on its dist’al horder. The setae at 
the dorso-apical angle are six simple hairs above and one long strong 
bristle below on each side. The anal papillae are long, twice as long 
as the anal segment, and cylindrical in shape with rounded extremi- 
ties ; the dorsal and ventral pair are subequal. There is no beard- 
a pair of simple hairs takes its place. There is a plume of six simple 
hairs on the lateral aspect near tlhe distal edge. 

PUPA. 

The pupa is feebly chitinised. The trumpets are short and shaped 
somewhat like the flower of a hyacinth, the opening being almost 
circular. The meatus is to the total length in the ratio of 1 : 1.2; the 
tubular portion of the tumpet appears t’o be lined with short hairs 
or spicules. (Fig. 48.) 

The cephalo-thoracic set#ae are inconspicuous witlh t’he except,iou 
of the large postocu1a.r set,ae, which are double on each side. The I 
internal and median postero-thoracic hairs are simple but the external 
is double 

14bdo1~~ et2 .-Setla “ A ” (lateral) on the eighth segment is a fan- 
shaped tuft of about twenty-five simple or bifid hairs; on segment vii 
seta “ A ” is a similar tuft” of about twenty smaller hairs ; on the 
proximal segments seta “ A ” is practically undeveloped, being single 
and very small or totally absent. 

Seta “ B ” (sublateral) is slender, small and single on the eighth 
and seventh segments; on the sixth and fifth segments it is stout and 
long, reaching to the posterior border of the segment immediately 
following or even beyond it; on segment,s iv, iii and ii it is shorter 
and not so well develo(ped as on segmentIs vi and v. 

Seta “ C ” (submedian) is poorly 
where it is a four-branched hair. 

developed except 011 segment, ii, 

The dendritic tuft on the first1 segment is n-eak, but the antero- 
external seta, on this segment is rather prolminent as a single stoiut hair. 

The paddles are without1 a, fringe and without the usual pair of 
minutti hairs at their apices. They are triangular in shape, 
resembling those of Taenior7~ynchus (Mansonioides) unifomtis, 
but witjhout any apical notch. Thev are about three times as long 
as wide and have a Well formed mid;ih. (Fig. 47.) 



Several larvae found in the axil of a specimen of Bilbcrgin 
mutans and at the bases of the leaves of an arum lily, both plants 
being situated on the bank of a small stream in the forest at 
Empangeni, Zululand. Time of capture, April, 192’7. 

Uranotaenia bilineata var fraseri Edws. 

He&.-The head is heavily chitinised, is narrower than the thorax 
and is as wide as it is long. The antennae are cylindrical in shape, 
dark and small, tapering slightly towards their apices. (Fig. 49.) 
There is at one-third of the lengt’h from the base and on the outer side 
a delicate single or double hair, which apparently represents the 
antenna1 tuft. Subapically the anbenna has a pair of stout short 
bristles, and a’pically a similar pair and a short blunt process. The 
mouth brushes are not well developed. 

The outer post-antenna1 tuft consists of three or four slender 
bristles, the middle and inner poet-antenna1 hairs are stout, heavily 
chitinised and pointed spines, which are pectinate. The pre-antenna1 
hair is minute and slender with a branched tip. The pre-clypeal spines 
are sto’ut, short and slightly curved. 

The menta.1 plate has four or five pointed teeth on each side of a 
larger central and more bluntly-pointed tooth. (Fig. 50.) 

Thorax.-The lateral thoracic hairs are stolut, short and pectinate. 

Abdontelz. -The dorsoi-lateral hairs on the first two1 segments are 
strongly chitinised, long and double hairs; the ventro-lateral hairs are 
similar, but are single. On the remaining segments the lateral hairs 
are poorly developed and multiple. 

The comb is formed of six to eight fringed scales set in a row at 
t,he posterior edge of a chitinous plate. The siphonal tuft consists 
of six or seven simple or slightly pectinate hairs, the subsiphonal elf 
five o’r six scantily plumose hairs, and the anal tuft of seven or eight 
simple hairs. (Fig. 51.) 

The siphon is rather more than three times as long as its width 
at its basal ring; it is cylindrica,l in sha,pe, tapering only slightly. The 
tuft, consisting of four toi eight hairs, is placed at about the middle of 
the siphon. The pecten is made up of nine to eleven poorly-chitinised 
scales, which are fringed and extend as far as the tuft at the middle of 
the siphon. 

The anal segment is longer than it is wide and has a weakly 
developed beard. ,4t the do>rsal apical angle there is a long, strong 
bristle above, and a similar one below on each side; there is also a well- 
formed hair with five branches on the lateral aspect. The chitinous 
saddle is large and bears small teeth at its distal edge. The anal 
papillae are subequal. pointed and shorter than the segment itself, 
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Ccphalo-thorax .-The trumpets are longer and narrower than those 
of !J wzashonaensis and are basally infuscated, the infuscatiaa 
extending distally for about half the length of the trumpet. The ratio 
of the meatus to the total length is as 1: l-4. 

The dorsal seta is la,rge, halving eight to ten branches; the lower 
and upper anterior thoracic hairs a,re also conspicuously branched setae, 
resembling the dorsal seta. The lower posterior thoracic seta, is along, 
slightly pectinate bristle, while the upper posterior seta is a8 smadl 
hair branched at its end. 

The postero-thoracic setae are well-developed branched hairs; 
the median is the smallest and has the fewest branches. 

Abdomen .-The pa,ddles are long, nasrovv a.nd pointed rvith theii 
outer and inner margins fringed distally; the fringe spicules are 
strongest apically, and there is a8 small interruption oif the fringe at the 
end off the midrib, where a small hair is situated. The little seta on 
the terminal process of the eighth segment, to which Kirkpatrick has 
drawn attention, is present, in addition to seta, “ P, ” which is a, single 
rather long hair with a branched tip. (Fig. 52.) 

Seta, “ A ” (lateral) on the eighth segment is a tuft of four tot six 
simple hairs ; on t)he remaining segment it is present as a minute hair. 

Seta “ B ” (sublateral) is a multiple hair on segments vii to iv 
with six or more branches, which are as long as the succeeding 
segment, ; on segments iii a.nd ii it is shorter, being about half the 
length of the following segment. . 

Seta “(3” (submedian) is, like seta “ 13,” a multiple hair, but 
it has more branches on segments vii to iii; on segment ii it is prolbably 
represented by a small dendritic hair-tuft. 

Seta, “ A* ” is a, multiple hair on segments vii to iii; on segment ii 
it is a long double hair. 

Seta “ B1 ” is a, multiple hair on segment vii; on the segments 
proximal toi vii it is a small hair, which is branched beyond its middle. 

Seta “ Cl ” is a3 fairly long hair wit,h branched apex on segments 
vi and v; on segments iv, iii and ii it appears to be displaced outwards 
and toi be represented by a multiple hair, which is most conspicuous 
on segment ii. 

The dendritic hair-tuft on the first segment is well formed. 

The larvae and pupae of this mosquito were found in a grass-grorvn 
pocsl near Railway Siding Xo. 558, Umfalozi river, Zululand, in March, 
1927. 



Uranotaenia montana Sp NOV. 

,iDULTS--AfALl AND FEMALE. 

Head.-There is a row of silvery flat scales with a bluish tinge 
round the margins of the eyes. The middle of the head is clothed in 
front with black flat scales, and posteriorly, in aAddition to the black 
flat scales, there are a few pale flat ones. The upright forked scales 
are scantq and black. There are several black bristles round the 
margins of the qcs and projecting between them. 

The tori bear some white flat scales on their inner aspects. 

The palpi are sho(rt an d black ; the proboscis is also1 black and 
ightly swollen apicall?. The antennae are longer tlhan the proboscis. 

?‘Iloj*ccxl.-The thorax is uniformly Clark brown, clothed with dark 
brown and lighter bronze-like curved scales, together with many long 
black bristles, which are most evident round the margins of the 
meson&urn. There is a distinct row of rather narrow flat white scalps 
ext#ending forwards from the base d the wing half-way rounci the edge 
of the mesonotum. 

The prothoracic lobes are covered with white flat scales. The 
plellrae are dark brown with a, row of broad flat white scales in line 
with the prothoracic lobes and nearly parallel with t’he row at the edge 
of the mesonotum. 

The scutellum 
bristles occur on its 

bears 
distal 

da$rk bran-n flat scales, and numerous black 
margin. 

black scales, but there are also a, few covered with The wings are 
scales basally. pale 

,4bdo?nen.-The dorsum is dark brown with apical cream-coloured 
bands, which are confined to the centre of the first two or three 
segments, but spread out to the edges of the distal segments. 

which The venter is clot!hed mainly 
apical on the distal segments. 

with crea,m-coloured scales, 
The cerci are pale-scaleci. 

Legs.- The coxae are yellow, contrasting with the dark-coloured 
pleurae and legs. The femora are black witlh pale bases internall;- and 
witlh apical cream-coloured spots, The tibiae are also black with 
apical cream-coloured spolts on the fore and midclle legs; on t’he hind 
tibiae this spot becomes elongated into a distinct apical band. 

There are pale bands at the junction of the tibiae and the first 
tarsus and at the junction of tllc first an{7 sccontl t i11’Si nn 311 the legs, 
the bands cllll)r:\(:ing both ~utls of thth joints. 

The apex of thr third tarsus and the whole cf the fourth and fifth 
tarsi of all the legs are C’l’eRI11-COlOul’~~~. Tile t~al*Sill I~ilI~c~s on the first 
1 n-0 joints of the fore and middle legs, being alnlost cntirel~ npical. 
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a p [‘WI- n;irrOM’er than the similar bands on tile hind legs. 
tarsus of the forelegs is longer than the second and almost 
the tibia in b&h sexes. 

The first 
as long :is 

Length of female, 3.5 mm. 

Males and females taken in the forest, at Eshon-e; one female 
captured in a railway carria,ge betvveen JIatlubatuba and Gingindhlovu, 
April, 1927. 

This insect, according to the table o,f species given by Edwards 
(Bull. Ent. Res., III, pp. 3%39), comes close tlo U bilillc~rtn. Theo and 
U cor~na7i Edws, from both of which it’ may be readily separat’ed on 
account of its apical abdominal bands. It also appears to resemble 
closely: U cnndidipcs Edws. (nivi1,ou.s Theo.), but Theobald’s description 
o’f Gzl)ozLs makes no mention of a white line irl front of the wings. 



FIG. 1. -Head of tbc larva of dcrlcs (.~edimoryhzre) filicie. 



FIG. L--End of the abdomen of the larva of Aedes (Aedimorp7tus) filicis. 

FIG. 4.-Abdomen of the pupa of 
Aedes (Aedimorphus) filicis. 

FIG. 5. FIG. 6. 
Trumpet of the pupa of Head, (dorsal view), of the adult female of 
Aedes (Aedimorp7tus) filiris Aedes (Aedimorphus) filicis. 



FIG. 7.-Head of the larva of Aedes (Banksinella) li?leatopennis. 

FIG. 8,.-Mental plate of the larva of Aedes (Banksinella) FIG. 9.--Siphon and anal segment of the larva of 
lineatopennis. Aedss (Banksinella) lineatopennze. 



FIG. 10.---A tooth from the comb on the 
eighth segment of the larva of dedee 

(Bank.sinella) lineatopennia. 

FIQ. 12.-Trumpet of the pupa ti 
@a~~Esinella) lineatopensliu. 

FIG. 13.-Tooth from the comb on the 
eighth segment of the larva of Eretnlo- 

poditrs silrestris. 
E’IG. Il.-Abdomen of the pupa of 

Aedes (Banksinella) Iineatopennis. 



FTG. 14.~Siphon of thr larva of Ewtmopodites 
silveutris. 

FIG. 16.-Abdomen of the pupa 
of Eretrnopodites silvrstris. 

FIG. 17.-Trumpet of the pupa 
0t Eretmopodites silrfwtria. 

A ___ _----__ 
FIG. 15.--Mental plate of the larva of 

Eretmopoditex silreutris. 

FIG. lg.----Segments vi, vii and viii, of the abdomen of 
the pupa of Culex a?frantapex. 



. 

FIG 18.-Dorsal view of the mcsonotum of Eretmopodites silcestris. 



FIG. 20.~~egnlrnts vi. vii and viii 
of the abdomen of the pupa of 

Culc~ uti tlulio,r,k. 

FIG. 21.~--Trumpet of the pupa 
of Culcx aurantupcx. 

FIG. 22.-Trumpet of the pupa 
of Cutex annulioris. 

FIG. 23.-Head of the larva of CuEex draconik 

FIG. 24.---PIIental plate of t11c larva of C’ukx dracfmis. 



FIG. 28.-Male gcuitalia of CuIe.c druconis. 

FIG. 26.-Abdomen of the 



FIG, 29.~Dorsal view of the mesonotum of C’ulex dracorris. 



FIG. 30.-End of the abdomen of the larva of 
Liranotaetria mashonaensis. 

FIG. 32.-Mental plate of the larva of 
Uranotaenia nzashonaensis. 

FIG. 31.-Head of the larva of Uranotaelriq mashonaensk 



33.~Abdomen of the pupa 
Tlriztrotamia ?naslro~zaeusis. 

of 
FIG. 35.-Head of the larva of Cu2ex richteri. 

FIG. 36.-Mental plate of the larva of CuEex Tichteri. 



FIG. 38.--lhdominal segments iv, v, 
vi, vii anti viii of the pupa of L’UZPX 

~ichferi. 

FIG. 40.--Bfala genitalia of 
Culex Tichteri. 



. : . . : . . . :. . 

\ 
FIG. 42.-Mrntal plate of the larva of FIG. 43.-_Entl of the aidomen of tile hrra of 

Culex i~~conspicrlosua’. Cdex inco~ispic~Losllr. 

FIG. 44.-‘fIead, thoras and first and second aldominal 
sqments of the ltwva of Harpngonlyia tricllowutr~iu. 



BlG. 45.--Mental plate nf the Isrra. of 
Harpayomyia triclrorustris. 

FIG. 47.-Abdomen of the pupa of 
Hargagonryia t~ichorostris. 

FIG. 48.-Trumpet of the pupa of 
Harpagomyia trichcrostris. 



FIG. 49.-IIead of the larva of Tirartotue~ia 

Biliilcafa var. fmwri. 

FIG. 52.-Abdomen of the pupa of Ural1 
bilineata var. fraseTi. 

otaenia 

FIG. 50.-?Jental plate of the larva of Uranotaenia 
biliucata var. fraseri. 

FIG. 51.--End of t11c abd0111e11 of the larva of 
C’rarcotaenia bilituata var. fraseri. 

FIG. 53.-Trumpet of the pupa of UTanotaenia 

biheata var. fraseri. 


